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INTRODUCTION 
 

Waxing is a method of semi-permanent hair removal which removes the hair 

from the root.  New hair will not grow back in the previously waxed area for 

2 to 8 weeks, although some people will start to see regrowth in only a week. 

Almost any area of the body can be waxed, including eyebrows, face, bikini 

area, legs, arms, back, abdomen and feet. There are many types of waxing 

suitable for removing unwanted hair. 

Strip waxing is accomplished by spreading a wax combination thinly over the 

skin.  A cloth or paper strip is then pressed on the top and ripped off with a 

quick movement against the direction of hair growth.  This removes the wax 

along with the hair.  Strip wax can also be made DIY using lemon juice, water, 

sugar and honey. 

Hard waxing utilizes hard wax (as opposed to strip wax).  In this case, the wax 

is applied somewhat thickly and with no cloth or paper strips.  The wax then 

hardens when it cools, thus allowing the easy removal by a therapist without 

the aid of cloths.  This waxing method is very beneficial for people who have 

sensitive skin. 

When doing a consultation with a client you will be able to advise them on 

the best option of hair removal, in order to do this you need to know the 

different methods that are available: 

 Waxing 

 Sugaring 

 Tweezing 

 Threading 

 Shaving 

 Depilatory Creams 

 Cutting 

 Epilators  

 Abrasive Mitts 

 Bleach 

 Electrical Epilation 

 Laser  
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RECEPTION OF THE CLIENT 

The initial impression that the client receives will depend on the manner in 

which she is received by you.  A professional atmosphere should be created, 

where solutions to problems posed can be discussed without embarrassment 

and adapted to suit individual requirements.  Your aim is client satisfaction. 

Calm efficiency and business organisation should be apparent to the client 

from her first contact with you and will instil confidence in the professional 

skills offered.   Experienced reception technique is vital to a successful 

business and an interested and knowledgeable response to an enquiry 

increases the possibility of the client returning for further treatment, from 

which she can gain maximum benefit. 

A tentative enquiry dealt with patiently can be converted into a confirmed 

booking by offering constructive advice as to how frequently treatment 

should be undertaken and the cost and time commitment required.  Client 

satisfaction should result from fulfilling individual wishes rather than high 

pressure salesmanship. 

PREPARATION  

Client satisfaction can be assured by forethought in preparation and prompt 

attention to individual requirements.  A smooth client flow will increase 

efficiency and enable maximum time to be spent in personal contact.  

Treatment positions may be adjusted to individual tastes and treatments and 

the minimum amount of clothing removed in order to maintain client 

modesty. 

The client will be better able to relax during treatment with skilful handling 

and use of conversation.  Client awareness will guide you as to the amount of 

conversation necessary to achieve relaxation.  Topics of conversation should 

be neutral, avoiding controversial areas.  Many clients enjoy relating 

personal incidents and this aspect must be treated with integrity.  A true 

professional will listen, not give advice. 

While the client is adjusting to the atmosphere, try to keep topics of 

conversation to matters relating to the treatment.  The ability to relax your 
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client does not happen automatically, it has to be developed and your 

success in this area will depend largely on your own personality and calmness 

of attitude. 
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CONTRA-INDICATIONS 

INFECTIONS: 

BACTERIA 
Impetigo - reddening of the skin, that turn into a cluster of blisters and 

pustules.  Highly contagious, treatment would cause cross infection. 

Recommend client go and see their G.P, consent would be required.  

Stye (hordeolum) – inflammation of the eyelid, often-upper lid.  Caused by 

infection in hair follicle with swelling, redness and pain is felt around the 

eyelid.  Scratching or rubbing infected area could cause infection to spread, 

therefore causing cross infection, G.P consent would be required.  

Boil/Furuncles – Infection of a hair follicle caused by staphylococci bacteria. 

Acute inflammation occurs with pus formation.  G.P Consent required before 

commencing a treatment – cross infection is possible.  

VIRAL  

Herpes Simplex (Cold sore) – Herpes Simplex - a highly contagious condition - 

treatment would cause cross infection.  Do not do a treatment in an affected 

area.  A temporary infection.  

Conjunctivitis – the eyes become itchy and sore and can affect both eyes. 

Highly contagious – can cause cross infection.  G.P consent required.  

Warts – Firm papule with a rough horny surface – varies in size.  G.P consent 

required if open and weeping, can cause cross infection.  Avoid immediate 

area, cover with petroleum jelly and work around the area if closed and not 

weeping.  

Shingles – Caused by the chicken pox virus.  Patches in areas resulting in 

erythema.  Vesicles and papules can erupt leaving scar tissue.  G.P consent 

required – can cause cross infection. 
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FUNGAL 

Ringworm  - Affect different parts of the body.  Depending on the severity 

mild scaling or inflamed red itchy areas occur.  G.P consent required.  Can 

cause cross infection.  

Scabies - Caused by infestation with the parasitic “Itch mite”.  G.P consent is 

required.  No treatment should be carried out, highly contagious.  

Lice (Pediculouis) (Head/Body and Pubic area) – Infestation of the hair and 

clothes with wingless insects that suck the blood.  Nits and egg cases can be 

seen in good light and on dark hair.  Intense irritation, possible scratch marks 

and rash. G.P consent required.  Cross infection and contamination. 

SEVERE BRUISING, CUTS AND ABRAISIONS 
Bruising, cuts and abrasions on the treatment area could be painful for the 

client.  Could be a hindrance to the natural healing process so G.P. consent 

would be required.  Cuts and abrasions if open/weeping  can cross infect.  

This is just a temporary disorder.  

ALLERGY TO PRODUCTS 

G.P. consent letter would be required before treatment.  Otherwise 

untreatable if client is unsure what ingredient they are allergic to.  Be aware 

of Hypersensitivity – extremely sensitive skin – could be allergic to the 

product  

OPERATIONS OR RECENT SCAR TISSUE 

Recent scar tissue, after an operation client should wait 6 months before a 

treatment on the area.  Could interfere with the natural healing process, 

could also be very painful.  This also applies to fractures, sprains and broken 

bones.  

RECENT HEMORRHAGE  

G.P consent required as would stimulate the skin and could cause more 

problems.  
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SKIN DISORDERS 

Psoriasis - areas of the skin round or oval shaped, dull red papules appear, 

covered in silvery scales, can become infected.  Open or weeping - no 

treatment can be carried out G.P consent would be required. A temporary 

condition.  Could cause cross infection.  

Eczema - red rashes sometimes raised, itchiness, blisters, weeping may occur, 

and scaling of the skin, can also crack.  Varies greatly from one person to 

another.  G.P consent required as certain products may irritate the condition. 

If infected could cause cross infection, although this condition is not 

contagious.  Non-treatable if open and weeping.  

SWELLING, UNDIAGNOSED LUMPS AND BUMPS 

Swelling etc. to the treatable area could be hiding a more serious problem, 

wouldn’t know cause, and could also hinder natural healing process. G.P 

consent required. A temporary condition.  

RAISED AND HAIRY MOLES 
Moles do not prevent a treatment unless they are inflamed, swollen, 

weeping or open.  G.P consent would be required as could cause cross 

infection.  Otherwise cover with petroleum jelly as you wouldn’t want to 

over stimulate the area, and work around them.  

MEDICATION 

G.P consent required if on medication for the skin e.g. Acne. Retin A or 

Accutane as could tear the skin. 

SUNBED/SAUNBURN/SAUNA/HEAT RASH 

Although this is not a contra-indication to the treatment, the client would 

have to wait at least 24 hours or until the condition subsides before a 

treatment is carried out.  With sunburn there are four degrees of erythema 

from slight reddening to swelling, blistering and peeling.  The skin is very hot 

and painful.  Also with steam, heat treatments the client should wait 24 

hours as the pores in the skin are open.  

LOSS OF SENSATION 

G.P consent would be required as the client would not be able to detect 

heat/cold or pain from treatment.  Could possibly burn the client.  
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SELF TAN 

Advise client who uses self-tan that waxing may cause their tan to appear 

patchy or disappear altogether.  As these products contain a chemical, 

dihydroxyacetone which reacts with keratin, causing it to change colour.  

DIABETES 

Although this is a contra-indication, the client should be carefully monitored 

throughout the treatment to make sure the skin does not over react, as their 

skin is slow to heal.  Client with this condition have poor circulation and 

blood sugar levels that need to be monitored.  G.P consent would be 

required.  

VARICOSE VEINS 

G.P consent required due to the vein being so close to the surface – could 

rupture and cause bleeding.  

FRAGILE/CRÊPEY SKIN 

There is a risk of tearing the client’s skin, so is non-treatable. 

BROKEN BONES, FRACTURES AND SPRAINS 
No treatment is to be carried out on any of the above within 6 months, as 

this would hinder with the natural healing process.  G.P. consent would be 

required. 

MASTITIS 

This is an inflammation of the breast.  Symptoms – raised temperature, 

congested and painful breasts.  Inflammation is hormonal rather than 

infective, although acute suppurative mastitis the breast can become 

infected with staphylococcus aureus (bacterial).  G.P consent would be 

required as this condition is painful and therapist would be unsure as to the 

level the mastitis is in.  

MENSTRUATION 

Although this is not a contra-indication, a woman’s pain threshold is at its 

lowest immediately before and during her period.  Hormones stimulate the 

regrowth of hair which is most active during this period.  Avoid wax 

depilation at this time if possible so not to cause undue pain on the client.  If 

client is happy to continue then do so. 
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PREPARATION OF ROOM AND TROLLEY 

FOR WAX DEPILATION 

Ensure that your treatment area is set at a 

good working temperature for the time of 

year and that its inviting with a warm 

friendly atmosphere, this will ensure that 

your clients are put at easy straight away.   

Have to hand all the equipment and 

materials that you need in order to complete 

a treatment.  Always check the wax heater before putting wax on a client to 

make sure that everything is working correctly.  You should also check that 

no liquids are placed near to the heater for safety reasons.  You need to 

consider where you will place your trolley and couch for ease of application.  

Listed below is a check list of all the equipment you will need: 

 Trolley 

 Thermostatically Controlled Wax Pot  

 Wax  

 Talcum Powder (Optional) 

 Wooden Spatulas 

 Paper/Cotton Strips 

 Pre Wax Lotion 

 After Wax Lotion 

 Cotton Pads 

 Cotton Wool 

 Tweezers & Scissors 

 Small Plastic Bowls 

 Jar containing Barbicide 

 Tissues 

 Small Lined Bin with Lid 

 Petroleum Jelly 

 Record Card and Pen 

 Disposable Gloves 

 Disposable Apron 

http://images.google.com/imgres?q=beauty+therapy+rooms&start=173&hl=en&gbv=2&biw=979&bih=448&tbm=isch&tbnid=QnfFoDSd2Jxq1M:&imgrefurl=http://www.urbanpath.com/london/spas/beauty-works-west.htm&docid=boNEObkOEZSDIM&imgurl=http://static.urbanpath.com/photos/london/beauty-works-west-room.jpg&w=300&h=250&ei=z0GDT7WRNY-IhQfcopiwBw&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=700&vpy=121&dur=8077&hovh=200&hovw=240&tx=192&ty=148&sig=100078317626965059769&page=13&tbnh=123&tbnw=142&ndsp=15&ved=1t:429,r:4,s:173,i:183
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 Orange Sticks or slender spatulas used for facial areas 

 Cleanser 

 Surgical Equipment 

 Mirror 
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CONSULTATION  

One of the most important parts of a treatment is the consultation, this will 

ensure that you know exactly what your client’s requirements are and how 

to meet them.  You must make sure that you encourage your client’s to give 

you as much information as possible in order for you to do this you must 

therefore have the following: 

 Good communications skills 

 Good questioning techniques 

 Good observations skills 

 Speak clearly and accurately  

During the consultation you would: 

 Introduce yourself  

 Complete the record card 

 Discuss the client’s requirements  

 Suggest a treatment to meet the client’s needs  

 Explain the treatment procedure 

 Discuss cost, time and frequency of treatment 

 Aftercare/homecare advice.  The ensures that the client understands 

the commitment etc. required if a certain result is to be achieved and 

also what needs to be avoided following a waxing treatment. 

Questions to ask the client: 

 Have you been to a salon before? 

 Have you had a waxing treatment before? 

 How long has it been since your last waxing treatment? 

 What is your main reason for your visit today? E.g. holiday 

 Was everything satisfactory after your last treatment? 
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PATCH TEST 

If you have a client that has sensitive skin or maybe clients that have never 

had waxing before you may wish to carry out a patch test. 

You need to: 

 Carry out a patch test 24-48 hours prior to the treatment.  Complete 

the consultation and record card so that when the client returns you 

are able to carry out the treatment straight away. 

 The patch test should be carried out on the area that the client is going 

to have waxed. 

 Pre cleanse the skin, place a small amount of wax on the area to be 

waxed and remove with a wax strip, finish by applying after wax 

lotion. 

 Aftercare advice is given to the client, make an appointment for 

him/her to return within the next few days. 

 The treatment can proceed as normal provided there have been no 

reactions such as erythema, swelling or an allergic reaction. 

TREATMENT PLAN 

A treatment plan is carried out to give yourself and the client a future plan to 

follow in order to achieve the best results possible to meet the client’s future 

needs.  You will have already discussed the main objectives during your 

initial consultation with your client however some additional information 

may be gained during the treatment so additional information may be added 

to the treatment plan at the end of the treatment. 

You should consider the following when deciding on a treatment plan: 

 Decide which areas you will be carrying out treatment on. 

 Future treatments that the client would benefit from  

 The frequency that the client will need waxing, you will need to 

consider the speed of growth, the amount of hair growth their lifestyle 

and the client’s wishes. 

 Consider the time and the cost that is involved. 
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THERAPIST PREPARATION 

In order for treatments to run smoothly it is important as a therapist that you 

correctly prepare yourself and the work area in time for the treatment.  

Always consult your appointment book to make sure that you are aware of 

exactly what treatment the client will be receiving and that no changes have 

been made. 

Once the consultation has been carried out, the therapist should leave the 

client to prepare and then explain to the client that they are going to wash 

their hands.  This will reassure the client, as sometimes even though you 

have washed your hands they will not have seen you do it. 

At this point the therapist should apply personal protective equipment.  A 

plastic apron can be worn for all waxing treatments, this will protect the 

therapists uniform against any wax spillages, drips etc.  Gloves should be 

worn for waxing treatments to the bikini and underarms as these areas are 

most likely to spot bleed.  If blood spotting occurs in any other areas again 

gloves should be worn, this is to prevent the client and therapist against the 

risk of any cross infection through the blood tissues. 

ASSESS THE AREA 

Before starting the treatment it is important that the therapist assess the 

area to be waxed in order to decide on the following: 

 Skin condition – very dry skin causes the wax to stick. 

 Hair length – is it long enough to remove or if too long does it need 

trimming. 

 Hair growth pattern – so you know the correct direction to apply and 

remove. 

 Suitable product to use – if you have a choice you can select the best 

method for the hair growth. 

 Hairs that need removing – you will normally only remove terminal 

hairs and avoid fine vellus hairs so as to minimise the risk of 

stimulating further growth. 
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CLIENT PREPARATION 

Depending on the areas that you will be treating the client will need to be 

prepared in different ways.  It is important that when carrying out the 

treatment the client is positioned correctly, so to: 

 Prevent strain on the client’s body causing discomfort or injury. 

 Allow the client to relax. 

 Prevent strain on the therapist, which could cause injury, time 

wastage. 

 Prevent an ineffective hair removal treatment. 

 Prevent contra-actions, such as bruising or skin removal occurring. 

EXPLAIN HOW THE TREATMENT WILL FEEL TO THE CLIENT 

The client will also need preparing for the treatment mentally so that they 

know what to expect.  If the client has not received the treatment before the 

most common question they will ask is “will it hurt?” 

EXPLAIN THE SENSATIONS THAT THE CLIENT WILL FEEL 

To put your client at ease explain to them that: 

 The wax will feel quite warm when it is applied. 

 You will then feel a pressure when the wax strip is applied. 

 When the wax strip is removed it will feel similar to a plaster being 

removed. 

 The area will tingle for a few seconds. 

CLIENT MODESTY AND PRIVACY 

Client modesty and privacy must also be taken into account so as to prevent 

embarrassment. 

 Ensure the door is closed or curtains are pulled around 

 Client has adequate towels. 

 Give clear instruction on how the client should prepare themselves and 

leave them to do so in private. 

 Do not talk loudly so that others can hear the conversation. 
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DIFFERENT METHODS OF HAIR REMOVAL 

There are many different methods of hair removal available.  In order to 

correctly advise your client’s about the best treatment for them you need to 

have a thorough understanding about all hair removal methods. 

WAXING AND SUGARING 

These products are designed to remove hair at root level working against the 

direction of hair growth.  They come in different formulations, each of which 

has their own specific benefits.  Waxing and Sugaring treatments are very 

effective at removing large areas of hair growth and are suitable for using on 

most areas of the body.  Clients will be hair free for approximately 2 – 4 

weeks and will be ready for removal again in 6 weeks-time once the hairs 

have re-grown to the required length. 

SHAVING 
This is still one of the most popular methods of hair removal as it’s quick, 

easy and cheap for the client to do themselves at home.  Shaving cuts the 

hair off at skin level therefore the hairs will not be visible for the next few 

days.  This treatment is not recommended on facial areas for female clients. 

DEPILATORY CREAMS 
Depilatory creams use a chemical to dissolve the keratin in the hairs to just 

below skin level and as with shaving the hairs will be visible within a few 

days.  These products often have an offensive odour, which has been 

improved slightly over recent years.  Common ingredients are calcium 

thioglycolate, calcium carbonate, calcium hydroxide, sodium lauryl sulphate, 

water and perfumes.  It is worth noting that the skin has a very similar 

composition to hair and therefore it is also affected by the chemical action of 

the cream.  For this reason, these products can often cause an allergic 

reaction or sensitivity of the skin.  Depilatory creams are not recommended 

on facial areas.  Long-term use can cause the skin to dry out and be more 

sensitive to other methods of hair removal, for example waxing.  Depilatory 

creams are not recommended on facial areas. 
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TWEEZING 

Tweezing is one of the most popular methods of hair removal for the 

eyebrows.  Tweezing removes the hair at root level therefore the hairs will 

not be visible again for 2 – 4 weeks.  The hairs that first become visible will 

be the hairs removed but additional hairs that were underneath the skin 

when the area was tweezed.  Tweezing is not recommended n facial areas 

except for the eyebrows or on large areas due to the fact that it would be 

very time consuming.  You should never tweeze hairs that are not terminal – 

this is because tweezing can stimulate hair growth resulting in darker, 

coarser and more numerous hairs. 

THREADING 

Threading is an ancient form of hair removal often used by Mediterranean 

and Asian communities.  A piece of cotton is wrapped around the fingers it is 

then twisted and rolled over the skin.  Hairs that are caught in the thread are 

removed at root level, therefore the hairs will not be visible again for 2 – 4 

weeks.  Threading is not recommended on large areas as this would be time 

consuming.  Threading is localised to smaller areas such as eyebrows, lip and 

chin and facial hairs.  However it is not recommended over terminal hairs as 

this will stimulate hair growth. 

CUTTING 

Scissors can be used to trim the hairs to just above skin level.  This is 

particularly useful for hairs growing from moles as no other method can be 

used.  Hairs will obviously still be present but less obvious.  The procedure 

will need to be repeated regularly and is not recommended for large areas.  

Cutting is also useful to trim hairs prior to waxing and sugaring treatments. 

ABRASIVES 

These are available in the form of pumice stones and abrasive mitts.  They 

are rubbed over the skin using a circular motion until the hair is broken off 

level with the skin’s surface.  This method is really only useful on the legs as 

other areas would be too sensitive and skin is often removed in the process.  

Not recommended for use on facial areas. 
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EPILATORS  

These small hand held machines electrically tweeze hairs from root level.  

Hairs will re-grow as with tweezing.  It can be quite painful and a time 

consuming procedure.  They cannot be used on hairs longer than a 

centimetre.  Epilators are only suitable for use on the leg area, although 

some people use them on the underarms and bikini line.  They should never 

be used on facial area. 

BLEACHING 
This is an effective way of lightening unwanted hairs by stripping them of 

colour.  It is suitable for use on facial hairs and the forearms however would 

be too costly and time consuming for use on larger areas.  It is not 

recommended for use on very dark terminal hairs as the colour does not lift 

sufficiently and hairs will appear ginger.  The bleach grows out with the hair 

and so re-application will depend on the length of hair and speed of growth, 

generally 4 – 6 week intervals.  Patch testing must be carried out prior to 

treatment to check that the client is not allergic to the bleach.  Common 

ingredients include hydrogen peroxide, ammonium bicarbonate, water and 

glycerol sterate. 

ELECTRICAL EPILATION  
Not to be confused with epilators.  Electrical epilation is the only 

progressively permanent method of hair removal in a salon (laser hair 

removal is becoming increasingly available).  There are various techniques 

which are used to cut off the blood supply to the hair therefore making it re-

grow finer and slower until eventually the hair stops growing.  This treatment 

is quite painful and also time consuming, as only one hair can be treated at 

once.  Electrical epilation is recommended for smaller areas, particularly on 

the face. 

LASER 
Laser hair removal is a non-invasive method which does not require needles 

or messy chemical creams.  Since thousands of hairs can be zapped in a single 

treatment session, large areas like the back, shoulders, arms and legs can be 

effectively and efficiently treated. 
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This method works because the laser light is converted into heat as it passes 

through the skin and is absorbed in the target pigment melanin found in the 

hair follicle.  When the temperature reaches a high enough level in a hair 

follicle during its active phase, the hair structures are disabled thus inhibiting 

hair growth. 

Although permanent hair removal is the aim of the treatment, some clients 

may experience hair re-growth that is usually finer and lighter in colour.  In 

addition, long-lasting laser hair removal typically requires multiple 

treatments, which can make it a more costly hair removal alternative.  

Possible side effects, though very rare may include damage to the 

surrounding healthy tissue in the form of scars, burns, redness and swelling.  

Special considerations are important when lasers are used on darker skin 

tones to allow for a safe and effective treatment. 

STIMULATION OF HAIR GROWTH 
Certain treatments can stimulate the hairs to grow coarser or darker and 

more numerous.  This is because they cause stimulation of the blood supply 

to the area bringing fresh oxygen and nutrients and therefore encouraging 

the hairs to grow.  This does not just happen to that one hair but also to the 

hairs in the surrounding area.  To prevent this from occurring only terminal 

hairs should be treated with the following methods as these are already very 

coarse and numerous. 

 Shaving  

 Chemical depilatory creams 

 Tweezing 

 Threading  

 Epilators  

 Abrasives 

Some individuals believe that hairs will re-grow finer and sparser, others 

believe that the hairs are stimulated to grow coarser.  Generally it would be 

fair to say that terminal hairs cannot be stimulated to grow any coarser and 

are therefore suitable for waxing and sugaring treatments.  You may be more 

wary of waxing and sugaring on very fine vellus hairs.  
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If you are unsure whether a client’s hair growth should receive a waxing 

treatment (particularly on facial areas) it is better to recommend one of the 

following treatments instead: 

 Electrical epilation 

 Bleaching 

 Cutting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note 

Please be aware that using other methods  

in-between waxing treatments will reduce the 

effectiveness of the treatment and interrupt 

the growth cycle 
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF WAX 

There are many different types of wax that you can chose to use, each one is 

designed to remove hairs at root level working against the direction of hair 

growth. 

 Warm Wax 

 Hot Wax 

 Cold Wax 

 Roller Wax or disposable systems 

WARM WAX 

Warm wax comes in many different formulations, some examples of 

common ingredients are zinc oxide, glucose syrup, beeswax, moisturising 

ingredients, paraffin wax and resins.  Sometimes antiseptic ingredients such 

as tea tree oil are added to the wax.  This is the most popular type of wax 

because it is easy to use and economical. 

Warm wax is heated to 40 – 43 degrees C, so there is little risk of skin burning 

and can therefore be applied once or even twice on less sensitive areas.  The 

wax does not set it remains soft at body temperature and is removed by 

applying a paper or muslin strip over the top. 

The benefits of warm wax are: 

 Treatment is quick and easy to prepare for. 

 The warm wax produces a milder skin reaction than hot wax. 

 Warm wax is more comfortable when treating facial areas due to its 

lower working temperature. 

 Warm wax is speedier to apply and remove than hot wax it is therefore 

preferable when treating larger areas. 

 Wax can be re-applied to less sensitive areas. 

 It can remove short hairs even 2.5mm although 5mm – 1cm is 

preferred. 
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HOT WAX 

Hot wax comes in a solid form and usually contains beeswax, resins, vitamin 

E and azulene.  Hot wax has been available for a long time, however is 

currently less popular than warm wax.  Hot wax heaters often contain a filter 

that used to be used to filter the wax so that it could be re-used.  This is no 

longer considered acceptable, as surface skin, sebum and blood would 

remain in the wax, which would be unhygienic. 

Hot wax is heated to 48 – 50 degrees C and is applied using a large wooden 

spatula in 3 – 5 layers, then allowed to cool so that it grips the hair shaft 

firmly.  The wax will dry and become brittle and opaque as it sets.  No wax 

strips are needed to remove the hot wax, the end is flicked up and removed 

in one full piece.  The technique is usually a little more difficult to master.  

Because of the hot temperature of the wax it cannot be re-applied to the 

area and is too hot to use on facial areas unless it is a specifically formulated 

facial hot wax. 

The benefits of hot wax are: 

 The heat of the wax opens the pores and allows the hairs to slide out 

easily and less painfully. 

 The hot wax grips the hairs more effectively and is better at treating 

short, coarse and stubborn hairs such as those found on the bikini line 

and underarms. 

ROLLER WAX OR DISPOSABLE SYSTEM 

A system that uses pre-filled disposable roll-on/glide-on applicators to apply 

the warm wax.  An applicator (found at the end of each individual container) 

is used to apply the wax instead of a spatula.  The applicators come in various 

sizes, designed for each area of the body and are warmed in a special heater 

to a comfortable waxing temperature.  Each applicator is disposed of after 

use on the client.  Because such unit is designed specially to fit that particular 

manufacturers system, you cannot change your wax product.  This system is 

one of the most costly methods. 

The benefits of roller wax or disposable systems are: 

 Very hygienic – little chance of cross infection. 
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 Easy and precise to apply. 

 Very quick and clean. 

 No spillages of wax product. 

 Minimal skin reaction to the product. 
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ADVANTAGES ON DISADVANTAGES OF WAXING METHODS 

WARM WAX ADVANTAGES 

 Large areas of unwanted hair can be removed quickly with immediate 

results.  

 The cost is relatively low and client satisfaction is high.  

 Only slight discomfort is experienced from this technique.  

 The client is free from unwanted hair the long periods of time and 

regular treatments reduces re-growth.  

 Re-growth is fine and soft unlike the re-growth experienced form 

shaving and depilatory creams. 

WARM WAX DISADVANTAGES 

 Treatments have to be repeated at regular intervals to keep the area is 

free from hair.  

 Waxing can occasionally cause re-growth of hair to be in growing.  This 

can sometimes cause discomfort. Should this occur waxing should not 

be continued until the condition has been rectified.  Through the use of 

the special creams such as AHAs (alpha hydroxy acids), exfoliation and 

regularly moisturising encourages the hair to emerge from the skin 

HOT WAX ADVANTAGES  

 It works well on small patches of strong coarse hair.  

 The wax gets a better grip of the hair than warm wax.  

 It does not leave a sticky residue like warm wax.  

 It is a good for removing shorter hairs.  

 Possibly more suited to those with sensitive skin.  

 There is less reddening on the skin following waxing. 

HOT WAX DISADVANTAGES 

 Application and removal of wax is slower than warm wax, as you need 

to wait until it dries.  

 It does not remove hairs back to lie flat to the skin.  

 In growing hairs may occur with re-growth.  

 It is difficult to wax large areas at once. 
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METHOD OF APPLICATION AND REMOVAL ON THE BODY 

1. Ensure that clothing that may come into contact with wax is removed 

or protected with paper tissues.   

2. Apply Pre-wax lotion to a cotton wool pad and quickly apply to the 

area to be waxed in the direction of hair growth. 

3. Dip the spatula in the wax that has been heated to the correct 

temperature.  Remove excess wax from the spatula using either the 

scraper bar or against the side of the pot. 

4. Using the edge of the spatula at an angle of 90 degrees to the skin and 

push the wax along the skin with the direction of hair growth to form a 

thin film. 

5. Place a paper strip over the wax so that the pulling edge is not in 

contact with any wax and press down firmly to make a good bond. 

6. Remove strip quickly against the direction of hair growth, keeping your 

hand as close as possible to the treated area.  The strips should not be 

lifted upwards on removal, otherwise poor removal and client 

discomfort will result, they should be almost folded back on 

themselves to give maximum leverage. 

A rigid pattern of application is unnecessary but a methodical approach 

should be adopted to achieve a fast effective result.  A large area of wax can 

be applied as it does not set, but remains fluid at body temperature and the 

paper/fabric strip reused over the whole area until it becomes too heavy 

with wax. 

Wax can be reapplied over ta previously treated area if necessary as there is 

very little heat reaction.  However, the less overlapping the sequence 

contains, the faster it will be which makes it more comfortable for the client 

and more profitable for the technician. 

Once hair removal is complete the soothing oil should be applied directly by 

hand and any excess removed with a tissue. 

There must be a minimum growth of just over 0.5mm present, to provide 

some traction for the wax to grip, otherwise results will be patchy. 
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CLIENT PREPARATION FOR A FACIAL WAX  

1. Ask the client to remove glasses/jewellery from the area if necessary. 

2. Protect the client’s clothes on the upper body with a towel.  Secure the 

hair away from the face with a headband. 

3. The client should be in a semi-reclined position. 

4. Show the client in the mirror the hairs that you intend to remove. 

5. If removing hair from the sides of the face tuck any hair behind the 

ears that will go behind first, as this will give a natural finished result. 

6. Prepare the skin by firstly wiping over with cleanser and then pre-wax 

lotion or witch hazel. 

THE EYEBROWS 

Discuss the proposed brow shape with your client using the mirror.  

Measure the client’s brows to check if they are even and to establish what 

hairs need removing.  Use an eyebrow comb to part the unwanted hairs 

from the main brow shape.  Apply a tiny quantity of wax with an eyebrow 

spatula.  Remove hair following the natural direction of hair growth NOT 

the direction in which hairs have been placed by the wax.  Using a thin 

strip press firmly and remove hair quickly against direction of hair growth.   

There are three main guidelines which 

should be used to determine the correct 

length of the eyebrows.  With an orange 

stick or spatula measure as follows: 

a) Place next to the side of the nose in    

           line with the tear duct.  This  

           measurement tells you where the  

           eyebrows should start. 

b) Place from the side of the nose to the outer corner of the eye.  This 

measurement tells you where the eyebrow should finish. 

c) Ask the client to look straight ahead.  Place from the corner of the nose 

in line with the centre of the pupil.  This is where the arch of the 

eyebrow should be – the highest point. 

 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?q=brow+shaping&hl=en&biw=979&bih=448&gbv=2&tbm=isch&tbnid=F7I3cSvWWW1TeM:&imgrefurl=http://larasbeautybible.blogspot.com/2010/08/eyebrow-shaping-basics-everyone-needs.html&docid=820FXgyKZuydVM&imgurl=http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_gXPP3TSxUOk/THuAp_5jXPI/AAAAAAAAAhg/gCkt-wcU1Og/s1600/93127194-5300-490b-a53a-985cb515be05.Full.jpg&w=509&h=487&ei=m0-JT86TEoPQ8gPdhpT5CQ&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=710&vpy=24&dur=889&hovh=220&hovw=230&tx=150&ty=119&sig=108969879422395167254&page=1&tbnh=142&tbnw=148&start=0&ndsp=5&ved=1t:429,r:4,s:0,i:81
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LIP AND CHIN 

Take a spatula and apply a small amount of wax following the direction of 

hair growth, in one area at a time.  For a lip wax the wax is applied in three 

sections.  First the hair on one side of the lip is cleared using a strip that has  

been cut long ways into four smaller 

strips.  Next the other side is cleared and 

lastly the sensitive area under the nose.   

Care should be taken not to wax a larger 

area than necessary, otherwise fine vellus 

facial hair will be removed giving the face 

an unnatural appearance. 

Ensure that the fine hairs right on the lip line and the longer hairs, sometimes 

present at the sides of the mouth are removed.  This is easily accomplished 

by taking care to wax right down to the actual lip skin and elongating the side 

sections.  Any hairs left will be visible and spoil the overall effect, both in 

terms of client satisfaction and achieving a perfect result. 

The chin is cleared in the usual way, taking care to ready the hair growth 

direction. 

Soothing oil should be applied to complete the treatment and the client 

advised not to apply make-up for up to 24 hours until the skin has settled. 

PREPARATION FOR A LEG WAX  
Ask the client to remove clothing from the legs and feet and any ankle 

bracelets, toe rings etc.  The client does not remove underwear. 

Client should be in an upright position, 

ensuring adequate support for the back. 

Place a small towel over the top of the legs to 

protect the client’s modesty. 

Wipe the legs with pre-cleansing lotion and 

check direction of hair growth. 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?q=lip+and+chin+waxing+images&hl=en&gbv=2&biw=979&bih=448&tbm=isch&tbnid=vo_SSM1MfLDcOM:&imgrefurl=http://www.life123.com/beauty/grooming/hair-removal/removing-unwanted-facial-hair.shtml&docid=Dv8R7lKMVmIa_M&imgurl=http://sp.life123.com/bm.pix/bigstockphoto_lip_hair_removal_waxing_13326.s600x600.jpg&w=600&h=450&ei=CVKJT6fMBcni8QObwqTLCQ&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=681&vpy=30&dur=973&hovh=194&hovw=259&tx=167&ty=97&sig=108969879422395167254&page=1&tbnh=117&tbnw=170&start=0&ndsp=10&ved=1t:429,r:4,s:0,i:73
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The client should place their legs flat and directly out in from the themselves.  

When you need to wax the knees ask the client to bend their leg this ensures 

that the skin is kept taught as this area can become dry. 

Always try and remove as much hair from the sides of the legs whilst the 

client is facing forwards as it is much easier to remove the hairs in this 

position. 

When the fronts of both legs are completed apply aftercare lotion, lower the 

couch so that it is flat and ask the client to turn over. 

Ensure the towel is covering the client and wipe over the back of the legs 

with pre-cleansing lotion.  Check the direction of hair growth at this point. 

On the back of the legs the hairs will grow  

downwards on the outer legs, elsewhere 

it will grow inwards on a diagonal  

angle.   

PREPARATION FOR A BIKINI WAX 
Ask client to remove clothing from  

their legs. The client should be placed 

in a semi-relining position with the leg  

to be treated bent at the knee so that the  

foot is near the other knee.  Protect the client’s underwear by asking her to 

place a tissue inside the edge of her briefs.   

Place a towel over the client as we don’t wish to over expose them 

unnecessarily but make sure that the area to be waxed is in accordance with 

her requirements.                                                  

                                                                                 If the waxing is in preparation for 

                                                                                            wearing a scanty bikini, the  

                                                                                            areas that need clearing 

                                                                                            should be discussed briefly  

                                                                                            before  commencing. 

 

                                                                                   New client’s should be advised 

                                                                                   of the sensitivity of waxing in 

                        Note 

the direction of hair growth on the 

front of the lower legs in 

downwards and inwards slightly at 

the sides.  The upper inner thigh will 

have hairs growing inwards on a 

diagonal angle 

                   Important Information 

Whilst doing the treatment on the bikini 

line or armpit, occasionally blood spotting 

occurs, be careful not to catch the spatula 

in the blood as you will not be able to put 

it back into the wax pot, you must discard 

this at once ensuring that you follow 

Health & Safety procedures  
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this area and the waxing approached progressively so that she can decide 

when she is satisfied with the result.  If the growth is particularly dense or 

strong rooted then much smaller areas may be waxed at a time to reduce 

client discomfort. 

On normal growth patterns, the application is made in three sections, 

altering the application direction to match the direction of growth.  Hold the 

skin tight with the other hand whilst quickly ripping off the strips (use narrow 

strips) and immediately press firmly on the waxed area to alleviate smarting. 

Complete one inside thigh at a time to avoid unnecessary repositioning of 

your client, apply soothing lotion to settle and protect the skin and remove 

the tissues.  On an initial application on heavy growth, minute blood spots 

may appear where deep hairs have been removed.  This normally only occurs 

on very strong growth and will not continue to occur if the client gets into a 

regular pattern of waxing.  This is because less hairs will be present for 

waxing due to the disruption in the natural growth cycle of the hairs.  If blood 

spotting does occur, it indicates the need for extra aftercare attention and 

advice to the client to avoid irritation or infection occurring, i.e. avoid tight 

underclothes initially and very hot baths for 24 hours at least after the 

treatment. 

PREPARATION OF ABDOMINAL AREA 
This is often in combination with the inside thigh area.  Small areas should be 

treated following hair growth direction meticulously.  The softness of the 

skin can present a problem so position the client flat, rather than semi-

reclining which would tend to bunch the soft abdominal tissues.  The skin 

should be held firmly when removing the strips and light pressure applied 

after removal with the free hand. 

PREPARATION FOR AN UNDERARM WAX 
Ask the client to remove clothing from the upper body, the client does not 

need to remove underwear. 

The client should be positioned in a semi-reclined or flat position with one 

hand placed behind the head and the elbow bent, the arm may need 

repositioning until the underarm area is flat rather than concaved, ask the 

client to look away to give maximum space in the area .  Place a tissue inside 
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the client’s bra and small towel over the chest to protect the client’s 

modesty.   

The direction of growth is studied closely while the area is wiped with pre-

wax lotion.  This removes perspiration from the skin and prepares it for the 

wax.  The wax is applied to a small area, pressing firmly with the spatula in 

the hair growth direction.  The strip is applied and removed swiftly, holding 

the skin firmly to reduce discomfort.  If the hair grows in a spiral pattern, 

divide up the application and follow the direction closely.  This avoids 

unnecessary re-waxing of hairs which have been left behind after the general 

application.  For shorter hairs more care must be taken over the direction of 

application. 

On completion of the treatment apply aftercare lotion to the area that’s been 

treated. 

The comments made on blood spotting previously also apply and clients 

should avoid the use of deodorants and scented talc’s for several hours.  It is 

advisable to avoid booking the treatment to coincide with a special event in 

the client’s social life where a deodorant might be required.  Also to suggest 

that loose clothing should be worn to avoid friction on this sensitive area. 

PREPARATION FOR A FOREARM WAX 

Ask the client to remove clothing and jewellery from the arm area.  The client  

should be sat on a chair facing the couch. 

Protect the client’s clothes on the upper body 

with a towel. 

The arms should be placed across the couch 

and wiped over with pre-wax cleansing lotion. 

 

Follow the growth pattern for removal, ensure 

that the skin under the forearm is kept taut 

when removing the wax strip.  On completion 

of treatment apply aftercare lotion. 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?q=arm+waxing+images&start=74&num=10&hl=en&gbv=2&biw=979&bih=448&tbm=isch&tbnid=mEawYakWxcNF8M:&imgrefurl=http://www.thefountainspa.com/index.php?p=product&id=141&parent=13&docid=YaUzlssXgA0YKM&imgurl=http://www.thefountainspa.com/images/products/preview/wsa.jpg&w=300&h=300&ei=XGuJT9DPO4Sy8gOdu-XnCQ&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=277&vpy=98&dur=1007&hovh=225&hovw=225&tx=123&ty=142&sig=108969879422395167254&page=6&tbnh=126&tbnw=130&ndsp=15&ved=1t:429,r:1,s:74,i:149
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CHECKING THE DIRECTION OF HAIR GROWTH 

In order for the treatment to be successful the hair growth direction must be 

ascertained before attempting to remove.  All waxing products are applied 

with the direction of hair growth, except for hot wax, and removed against 

hair growth.  However there are new products in the market place now that 

when applied can be pulled off in any direction.  When checking the direction 

of growth you should firstly look at the hairs and then feel the hairs, when 

going against the direction the hairs will stand up.  In many areas, particularly 

underarms, the hairs can grow in numerous directions and when carrying out 

the treatment you must treat each individual growth pattern separately so 

that the hairs do not get stuck together. 
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PROCEDURE FOR WARM WAX METHOD 

1. Prepare trolley, work area and switch wax heater on immediately (or if 

you have a timer ensure it is set to the correct time that you wish your 

pot to come on and turn off). 

2. Greet your client and escort them through to the treatment area. 

3. Carry out consultation and complete the record card. (verbally check 

for any contra-indications). 

4. Prepare the client for the treatment. 

5. Wash hands and apply appropriate protective clothing etc. 

6. Sanitise the area to be treated. 

7. Examine the area to be treated checking for  contra-indications and 

hair growth patterns. 

8. Trim any hairs that are too long. 

9. Apply petroleum jelly to any contra-indications that need avoiding. 

10. Test wax temperature on your wrist and on the area to be treated.   

11. Apply appropriate amount of product to spatula.  Ensure the wax does 

not drip by wiping the back, sides and tip of the spatula on the wax pot 

before each application.  Twist the spatula in your hand in between 

use to prevent it from dripping. 

12. Begin the treatment checking client comfort and position throughout. 

13. Wax should be applied on a wooden spatula at a 90 degree angle to 

the skin applying a layer as thin as possible with the direction of the 

hair growth.  When sufficient wax has been applied removal can begin. 

14. Apply the strip leaving a small flap for you to hold onto and firmly 

press over the strip to ensure maximum adhesion.  Holding onto the 

flap quickly remove against the direction of hair growth whilst 

supporting the skin in the opposite direction.  Ensure that you pull back 

as close to the skin as possible and not upwards. 

15. You may now soothe the area by applying a gentle pressure with your 

hand – check with client for their preference. 

16. Use magnifying light to check for any remaining hairs – tweeze out or 

re-apply wax as necessary. 

17. Check that there is no remaining wax on the skin – remove with wax 

strip. 

18. On completion apply aftercare lotion and reinforce aftercare advice. 
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19. Explain to the client when they should return for their next treatment 

and re-book appointment. 

20. Tidy area, clean wax pot and dispose of waste appropriately. 
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HAIR REMOVAL TIPS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before you carry out your waxing treatment you should ensure that you have 

prepared your work area and sterilised all your equipment. 

Ensure that your wax pot is correctly prepared by checking the following: 

 There is sufficient wax product 

 It has been checked by a qualified electrician in the last 12 months  

 The light comes on to indicate that it is working 

 It is clean and not sticky 

 All wires and plugs are in order 

 The thermostat is set to the correct temperature 

 

Client Aftercare Advice: 

 

All the following must NOT be carried out for 24 hours or until redness has 

disappeared. 

 Take a hot bath 

 Sunbathe or take a sunbed treatment 

 Wear tights or tight clothing 

 Apply perfume products 

 Bathe in any products 

 Apply deodorant or make-up if appropriate 

Also advise the client about the following: 

 If any in-growing hairs occur do not pick  

 Not to use any other temporary methods of hair removal in between to 

ensure maximum benefit from the treatment  

How to get the most from a waxing treatment 

 Exfoliate with a loofah or preferably a body scrub regularly (at least 2 – 

3 times per week 

 Moisturise daily 

Return for treatment after 6 weeks 

 If they have any problems or questions do not hesitate to contact you 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?q=salon+system+wax+pots&start=11&num=10&hl=en&gbv=2&biw=979&bih=448&addh=36&tbm=isch&tbnid=r7iLSpaGJ3eUAM:&imgrefurl=http://www.jshairsupplies.co.uk/salon-system-just-wax-professional-starter-kit--752_prod.html&docid=ZGtE5cgp-xUSsM&imgurl=http://www.jshairsupplies.co.uk/MANAGE/ADMIN/STOREMANAGEMENT/PRODUCTS/IMAGES/just wax kit 2011 no2.jpg&w=350&h=188&ei=L5GJT6y9GqeW0QWRyOnaCQ&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=561&vpy=137&dur=804&hovh=150&hovw=280&tx=158&ty=94&sig=108969879422395167254&page=2&tbnh=94&tbnw=175&ndsp=16&ved=1t:429,r:3,s:11,i:11
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CONTRA-ACTIONS TO WAXING TREATMENTS  

A contra-action is something that appears as a result of the treatment.  The 

client should be made aware that with all treatments there is a risk of contra-

actions occurring.  If a contra-action does occur it should be noted on the 

record card and the client should be advised on how to correctly deal with it.  

The possible contra-actions to a waxing treatment are: 

ALLERGIC REACTION 
An allergic reaction would show signs of all or some of the following: 

erythema, inflammation, irritation and if severe – blisters.  Follow aftercare 

advice until allergy disappears and apply a cold compress.  If the allergy 

persists recommend that the client seek medical advice. 

SPOT BLEEDING 

Spot bleeding is due to the bursting of a blood capillary whilst carrying out 

the waxing treatment.  It is a common reaction particularly in the underarms, 

bikini line and eyebrow area where the trauma caused when coarse hairs are 

removed causes the blood capillaries to burst.  Apply antiseptic and advise 

the client that it will disappear within a few minutes.  

BRUISING 
This is caused by an over vigorous technique, incorrect removal, too much 

product on the strip or skin or most commonly not pulling the skin taut.  It 

most commonly occurs on the bikini line and underarm area.  You should 

draw the client’s attention to any bruises present in the area before you start 

and avoid to prevent repercussions at a later stage.  If bruising occurs, 

recommend the application of witch hazel and advise that it will subside 

within a few days.  You also need to check your technique. 

BURNING 

Burning of the skin tissues occur if the wax temperature is too hot, 

recommend cold water application and if severe seek medical advice.  

Application of Lavender essential oil immediately after a minor burn will help 

the skin to heal.  You must remember to keep checking your product 

temperature throughout the treatment. 
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SKIN REMOVAL 

Removal of the skin sometimes occurs due to an over vigorous technique, too 

much product on the area/strip, product being too hot, build-up of dead skin 

cells or incorrect removal technique.  If it occurs, you need to recommend the 

application of antiseptic and advise that it will repair within a few weeks.  

You also need to check your technique. 

ERYTHEMA 

This is reddening of the skin and usually occurs around the follicle openings.  

It is a normal reaction to a waxing treatment and should be expected to 

happen as a result of the treatment.  If it occurs avoid any products, pressure 

or heat to the area and a cool compress may help to alleviate the redness.  

Application of the aftercare lotion will help to sooth the area.  The client 

should be advised that it will disappear within 24 hours. 

Most people will develop erythema after a waxing treatment.  This is 

because a histamine reaction occurs due to trauma on the hair follicle and 

the effect of the treatment on the skin.  The reaction develops as follows: 
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If the skin shows signs of inflammation this indicates that the skin is trying to 

repair itself.  Due to the heat that also accompanies erythema it is important 

that no more heat is added to the area i.e. the form of a sunbed or hot bath 

as this would result in the skin burning. 
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INGROWING HAIRS 

Ingrown hair is a condition where hair curls back or grows sideways into the 

skin.  The ingrown hair condition is seen primarily among people having curly 

hair.  It may or may not be accompanied by an infection of the hair follicle 

(folliculitis) or "razor bumps" (pseudo folliculitis barbate), which vary in size. 

While ingrown hair most commonly appears in areas where the skin is 

shaved or waxed (beard, legs, pubic region), it can appear anywhere. 

 Anything which causes the hair to be broken off short with a sharp tip can 

cause ingrown hair.  Shaving is the leading cause, followed by waxing and 

tight clothing.  The embedded hair causes a localized inflammation 

(sometimes painful) response in the skin with prostanoid involvement. 

Sometimes an ingrown hair occurs without external intervention, when the 

pore is blocked for various reasons, as is the case in keratosis pilaris, and the 

hair is forced to grow sideways. 

In-growing hairs quite often occur after having a wax treatment and can be 

due to: 

 Incorrect application and/or removal technique. 

 Client not following the correct aftercare advice resulting in a build-up 

of dead skin cells, some clients have a tendency to develop in-growing 

hairs no matter what method of hair removal is used. 

 Over reaction to the follicle damage, resulting in over production of 

horny cells. 

 Overly tight clothing could cause the follicle to block. 

 

 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?q=ingrown+hair&hl=en&biw=979&bih=448&gbv=2&tbm=isch&tbnid=gyQzXyLM11VE4M:&imgrefurl=http://www.best-mens-skin-care.com/untreated-ingrown-hair.html&docid=qePNcv3H8IFo1M&imgurl=http://www.best-mens-skin-care.com/images/infected-ingrown-hair.jpg&w=240&h=180&ei=6LCJT-X3Bcav8APZtvXECQ&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=748&vpy=2&dur=3320&hovh=144&hovw=192&tx=144&ty=80&sig=108969879422395167254&page=1&tbnh=101&tbnw=134&start=0&ndsp=14&ved=1t:429,r:6,s:0,i:145
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A COILED IN-GROWING HAIR 

This appears as a black dot or dome in the skin.  To treat, gently squeeze or 

roll between the fingers whilst protecting with tissue.  Recommend an 

application of antiseptic such as tea tree oil. 

AN INFECTED IN-GROWTH  

This would usually have a pustular raised head, contained within would be 

the in-growing hair.  To treat, gently squeeze or roll between the fingers 

whilst protecting with tissue.  Recommend an application of antiseptic such 

as tea tree oil. 

A FLAT HAIR GROWING UNDERNEATH THE SKIN’S SURFACE 
This would look like a small thread and can be released with tweezers or a 

sterile needle by piercing the skin gently to release the hair at the root end.  

Recommend an application of antiseptic such as tea tree oil. 

In order to prevent or minimise the re-occurrence of ingrowing hairs the 

client must be advised to exfoliate and moisturise the area daily, to reduce 

the build-up of dead skin cells.  They should start this procedure a few days 

after the waxing treatment, not once they start to notice in-growing hairs.  

Advise the client not to pick at any in-growing hairs as it can cause scarring or 

infection. 
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AFTERCARE ADVICE 

To ensure the client gets the most from the treatment and to prevent any 

unnecessary problems from occurring it is important that you explain the 

aftercare advice outlines below to the client. 

DO NOT CARRY OUT THE FOLLOWING FOR 24 HOURS 

 Avoid taking a hot bath, shower or heat treatment. 

 Do not sunbathe or take a sunbed treatment.  

 Avoid wearing tights or tight clothing. 

 Do not apply perfumed products 

 Do not bathe in any products 

 Do not apply deodorant after an underarm wax 

 Do not apply make-up after a facial wax 

 Avoid exercise that may cause friction to the area 

 Avoid swimming. 

THE CLIENT SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED TO DO THE FOLLOWING AFTER 24 
HOURS 

 Exfoliate with a loofah or preferably body scrub regularly (at least 2 – 3 

times per week). 

 Moisturise daily. 

 Return for treatment after 4 – 6 weeks. 

 If the client has any problems or questions do not hesitate to contact 

the salon. 

 Correct method of ingrowing hair removal if any occur – do not pick. 

 Avoid using any other temporary methods of hair removal in between 

to ensure maximum benefit from the treatment. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE SKIN 

The skin is an ever-changing organ that contains many specialized cells and 

structures.  The skin functions as a protective barrier that interfaces with a 

sometimes-hostile environment. It is also very involved in maintaining the 

proper temperature for the body to function well. It gathers sensory 

information from the environment, and plays an active role in the immune 

system protecting us from disease. Understanding how the skin can function 

in these many ways starts with understanding the structure of the 3 layers of 

skin - the epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous tissue. 

EPIDERMIS: 

The epidermis is the outer layer of skin. The thickness of the epidermis varies 

in different types of skin. It is the thinnest on the eyelids at 0.5 mm and the 

thickest on the palms and soles at 1.5 mm. 

The epidermis contains 5 layers. From bottom to top the layers are named:  

 Stratum Corneum – Horny Layer 

 Stratum Lucidum – Clear Layer 

 Stratum Granulosum – Granular Layer 

 Stratum Spinosum – Prickle Cell Layer 

 Stratum Germinativum – Germinating Layer 

The bottom layer, the stratum basale, has cells that are shaped like columns. 

In this layer the cells divide and push already formed cells into higher layers. 

As the cells move into the higher layers, they flatten and eventually die.  

The top layer of the epidermis, the stratum corneum, is made of dead, flat 

skin cells that shed about every 2 weeks. 
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SPECIALISED EPIDERMAL 
CELLS 

There are three types of 

specialized cells in the 

epidermis.   

 -The melanocyte produces 

pigment (melanin)  

 -The Langerhans' cell is the 

frontline defence of the 

immune system in the skin  

 -The Merkel's cell's function is 

not clearly known 

 

DERMIS 

The dermis also varies in thickness depending on the location of the skin.  It is 

3 mm on the eyelid and 3.0 mm on the back.  The dermis is composed of 

three types of tissue that are present throughout - not in layers. The types of 

tissue are:  

 collagen  

 elastic tissue  

 reticular fibers 

 

LAYERS OF THE DERMIS 

The two layers of the dermis are the papillary and reticular layers.  

 The upper, papillary layer, contains a thin arrangement of collagen 

fibers.  

 The lower, reticular layer, is thicker and made of thick collagen fibers 

that are arranged parallel to the surface of the skin. 

Specialized Dermal Cells 

The dermis contains many specialized cells and structures.  

 The hair follicles are situated here with the erector pili muscle that 

attaches to each follicle.  
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 Sebaceous (oil) glands and apocrine (scent) glands are associated with 

the follicle.  

 This layer also contains eccrine (sweat) glands, but they are not 

associated with hair follicles.  

 Blood vessels and nerves course through this layer. The nerves 

transmit sensations of pain, itch, and temperature.  

 There are also specialized nerve cells called Meissner's and Vater-

Pacini corpuscles that transmit the sensations of touch and pressure. 

Subcutaneous Tissue 

The subcutaneous tissue is a layer of fat and connective tissue that houses 

larger blood vessels and nerves. This layer is important is the regulation of 

temperature of the skin itself and the body. The size of this layer varies 

throughout the body and from person to person. 

The skin is a complicated structure with many functions.  If any of the 

structures in the skin are not working properly, a rash or abnormal sensation 

is the result.  
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APPENDAGES OF THE SKIN 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

SWEAT GLANDS 

The sweat glands, which are sometimes referred to as the sudoriferous 

glands, extend from the epidermis into the dermis and are found all over the 

body, however they are particularly numerous in the palms of the hands and 

the soles of the feet.  They regulate the body temperature by allowing sweat 

to evaporate from the body. 

HAIR FOLLICLE 

The hair follicle is an indentation of the epidermis with its walls forming a 

protective layer that houses the hair. 

SWEAT 

GLANDS 

NERVES 

HAIR 

FOLLICLE  

SEBACEOUS 

GLAND 

HAIR SHAFT
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HAIR SHAFT 

The hair shaft is the portion of the hair that lies above the skins surface.  It is 

the visible part that you see such as the eyebrows, eyelashes, body hair and 

the hair on the head. 

BLOOD SUPPLY 

Blood is supplied to the skin by small blood vessels known as blood 

capillaries.  All parts of our body require a blood supply as it provides the 

vital oxygen and nutrients that tissues require in order to survive.  The 

capillaries also remove waste products and toxins from the tissues.  In 

addition, the capillaries also help to maintain the body temperature by 

dilating (widening) and constricting (narrowing). 

The dermal papilla is the blood supply for the hair and its follicle.  It provides 

food and oxygen, which are essential for the growth of the hair.  The dermal 

papilla is a separate organ that serves the follicle, it is not part of the hair. 

ARRECTOR PILI MUSCLE  

This muscle is attached to the hair follicle and it contracts when you are cold 

or frightened causing the hair to stand up on end.  This action traps a layer of 

warm air around the body to keep the body warm.  When the muscle 

contracts it pulls on the skin around the follicle opening, therefore producing 

goose pimples. 

SEBACEOUS GLANDS  

These glands are found all over the body except for the palms of the hands 

and soles of the feet and produce the natural oil of the skin – sebum.  The 

sebaceous glands become more active at puberty due to the increased levels 

of androgens (male hormone) being produced.  Men generally secrete more 

sebum than women and you will usually note that the sebaceous glands 

become less active as we get older. 

Sebum is bactericidal and fungicidal and so prevents against infection, it also 

provides protection and prevents the skin from drying out. 
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NAILS  

The nails are an extension of the epidermis and are therefore an appendage 

of the skin.  They are required to help with grasping and protect the 

fingertips. 

NERVES 

Sensory nerve endings are found in the skin and detect changes in the 

environment such as head, cold, touch, pain and pressure.  There are 

different nerve endings that detect the different sensations.  Sensory nerves 

send messages to our brain to let us know what we are feeling.  Motor 

nerves bring messages from our brain to bring about a response.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Its cold outside  

Sensory nerve endings detect the cold 

and send a message to the brain 

Brain sends message via the motor 

nerve to the arrector pili muscle  

Arrector pili muscle 

contracts  

Hair stands on end and 

traps a warm layer of air 
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FUNCTIONS OF THE SKIN  

There are seven main functions of the skin these are as follows: 

 Heat regulation  

 Absorption 

 Protection 

 Excretion 

 Secretion  

 Vitamin D production  

 

SENSATION 

Sensory nerve endings in the skin detect changes in the environment such as 

heat, cold, touch, pressure and pain. 

HEAT REGULATION 

Helps to keep body at a constant temperature of 37 degrees celsius  

by dilation (widening) and constriction (narrowing) of the blood vessels.  

Sweat evaporation also keeps the body cool.  The subcutaneous fat insulates 

the body. 

ABSORPTION 

The skin can absorb certain particles that are small enough to be absorbed 

such as female hormones, nicotine patches, ingredients within facial 

preparations etc. 

PROTECTION 

Its waterproof coat protects the body again dirt, bacterial infection and 

chemical attack.  In addition: 

 The acid mantle of pH 5.5 (made up from sebum and sweat) 

discourages growth of bacteria and fungi. 

 The horny layer of the epidermis acts as a filter against bacteria. 

 Melanin in the epidermis protects against damage from ultra violet 

rays. 
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EXCRETION 

Waste products such as lactic acid, urea and salts are lost through 

perspiration, however this is only a minor function. 

SECRETION 

Sebum is secreted by the sebaceous glands. 

VITAMIN D PRODUCTION 

Due to the reaction of sunlight on the skin, a chemical reaction occurs 

resulting in the production of vitamin D. 
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ETHNIC VARIATIONS IN THE 

SKIN AND HAIR STRUCTURE 

The client’s skin and hair 

structure varies depending on 

their ethnic origin. 

BLACK SKIN 

Black skin will usually look shiny 

and it is often presumed that the client’s skin is oily.  Black skin generally 

produce more sebum and sweat than a white Caucasian skin and have less 

body hair than white or Asian skin.  Quite often the epidermis is thicker and 

also desquamates quicker resulting in the skin appearing grey.  Erythema 

would normally be seen as redness, however on a black skin it will look 

purple.  The hair follicles are curved and therefore it is common for ingrowing 

hairs or hair breakage to occur after a waxing treatment.  This skin is also 

prone to irregular pigmentation after a waxing treatment. 

ASIAN SKIN 

Asian skin quite often has irregular pigmentation, often under the eye area 

and around the mouth.  The hair will usually be heavier on the face, scalp and 

body and it tends to grow relatively coarse and straight.  The sweat glands 

are usually longer and more numerous.  The client’s skin usually ages well as 

the protein fibres of the skin degenerate 

slowly. 

WHITE SKIN 

White skin has a relatively low amount of 

melanin compared to the other skin types.  

The skin is often comparatively thin and 

prone to freckles.  This skin type is more 

prone to sunburn and premature ageing as it 

has limited defence to the sunlight.  White 

skins will usually have fewer and less active 

sebaceous glands than the other skin types.  

The hair growth will tend to be light to 

medium. 

Did you know? 

A single strand of hair is stronger 

than an equivalent strand of nylon. 

At any one time 85% of hairs on the 

scalp are in the anagen stage of 

growth. 

Previously bleached hair tends to 

break off when waxed due to the fact 

that the bleach weakens the hair 

structure. 

A woman’s pain threshold is the 

lowest just before or after her period  

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?q=ethnic+skin+types&hl=en&gbv=2&biw=979&bih=448&tbm=isch&tbnid=RMIHx37VPoECUM:&imgrefurl=http://www.edgesystemscorp.com/skinsolutions.html&docid=08qeRy3DdggXRM&imgurl=http://www.edgesystemscorp.com/images/EthnicWomensmall.jpg&w=410&h=188&ei=8L-JT_vDKtGo8APyw-H-CQ&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=612&vpy=160&dur=7666&hovh=150&hovw=328&tx=294&ty=134&sig=108969879422395167254&page=1&tbnh=71&tbnw=154&start=0&ndsp=12&ved=1t:429,r:5,s:0,i:75
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CHINESE SKINS 

Oriental skin contains more melanin 

than white skins, although less than the 

other two types.  This skin rarely shows 

signs of blemishes as the sebaceous 

glands are less active.  Scarring is more 

likely to occur resulting in unevenness, 

hyperpigmentation and pitting.  This 

skin has the least amount of face and 

body hair. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember: 

No matter what the skin colour 

they have a similar number of 

melanocytes.  In dark skins the 

melanosomes are large and 

distributed singularly.  In white 

skins they are smaller and 

distributed in clusters 
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TYPES OF HAIR GROWTH FOUND ON THE BODY 

Hair is found all over the body except for the palms of the hands and the 

soles of the feet, lips and external genitalia.  There are three different 

classifications: 

 Lanugo 

 Vellus 

 Terminal 

LANUGO 

Lanugo is the hair found on an unborn baby and the first result of cellular 

activityu within the skin.  This is usally discarded before or soon after birth 

and replaced by slightly coarser hair. 

VELLUS 
Vellus is the soft downy hair often found on the cheeks and all over the body.  

The hairs usually lack pigmentation and grow form a shallow depth at about 

sebaceous gland level.  These hairs rarely grow longer than 2cm in length and 

are usally straight due to the fact that they have shallow follicles.  Vellus 

hairs do not become terminal unless they are stimulated by a topical (i.e. 

shaving or plucking) or systemic (i.e. hormones, medication) cause.  If his 

occurred, they would then start to grow deeper, develop a bulb, pick up 

blood supply from the dermis and become a shallow terminal hair. 

TERMINAL  

Terminal hairs are pigmented, deep seated, coarse hairs which have a  

well-developed root and bulb and often extend into the subcutaneous layer.  

Terminal hairs are present on the scalp, eyebrows, underarms, pubic areas, 

legs, men’s chests etc.  A terminal hair is comprised of three layers, the 

cuticle, cortex and medulla. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE HAIR AND ITS FOLLICLE 

HAIR STRUCTURE 
Hairs are dead structures that are made of a hardened protein called keratin.  

Keratin provides the body with a protective toughness for its entire surface.  

The hair is comprised of three different areas: 

 The shaft is the portion of the hair that lies above the skins surface but 

also runs through the centre of the hair. 

 The root is the portion that lies underneath the skin, inside the follicle. 

 The bulb is the large base at the bottom of the root and this encases 

the dermal papilla.  The matrix is the lower region of the bulb where 

the cells divide rapidly to produce the new hair and follicle structure. 

LAYERS OF THE HAIR 

The hair comprises of three layers – the cuticle, cortex and medulla. 

 The cuticle is the outer layer of scale like cells with each scale 

overlapping another, towards the tip of the hair.  This layer contains no 

pigment, it is translucent and allows the colour from beneath the show 

through.  The cuticle protects the hair. 

 The cortex is the main part of the hair, it contains elongated cells, 

which are keratinized and cemented together.  The pigment granules 

(melanin for black/brown, or pheomelanin for red/yellow) are present 

in this layer.  The strength, thickness and elasticity of the hair are 

determined by how the cells are held together in the cortex. 

 The medulla is the middle, soft, spongy core of the hair.  This layer 

contains large, loosely connected, keratinized cells which may or may 

not be continuous.  This results in air spaces, which determine the 

sheen and colour tones by influencing the reflection of light.  The 

medulla is often not present in fine terminal and vellus hairs. 

THE DERMAL PAPILLA  

The dermal papilla is a loose mass of connective tissue that is surrounded by 

the hair bulb.  It has an excellent blood supply, which provides the food and 

oxygen that is essential for the growth of the hair.  The dermal food and 

oxygen that is essential for the growth of the hair.  The dermal papilla is a 
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separate organ that serves the follicle, it is not part of the hair.  The dermal 

papilla is supplied by nutrients from the capillary loop. 
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FOLLICLE STRUCTURE 

The hair follicle is an indentation 

of the epidermis with the walls 

of the follicle being formed from 

a continuation of the cellular 

layer of the skins surface.   

INNER ROOT SHEATH 
The inner root sheath of the hair 

follicle is a layered structure that 

extends from the base of the 

bulb to the isthmus.  This 

structure features three distinct 

layers of epithelial cells which are known as Henle’s layer, Huxley's layer, and 

the inner root sheath cuticle (from outermost to innermost).  A single type of 

progenitor cell, the matrix epithelial cells gives rise to all the layers of the 

inner root sheath.  The cells move upward and laterally from the matrix and 

become arranged into three concentric layers in the upper bulb.  

The cells in all three layers of the inner sheath are identifiable by their large 

eosinophilic cytoplasmic inclusions called trichohyaline granules. 

Trichohyaline is a structural protein that is produced and retained in the cells 

of the inner root sheath and medulla of the hair follicle.  Keratin fibres are 

also produced in the inner root sheath. 

HENLE’S LAYER: 
Henle's layer is one cell layer thick and the cells of Henle's layer acquire 

trichohyalin granules immediately after they have arisen from the matrix. 

When they first appear, the granules are very small and cuboids in shape.  As 

the cells move upward, they become elongated vertically and form large 

homogeneous globules and parallel rods in the upper bulb.  In this region the 

cells undergo hyalinization, a form of degeneration. The nuclei of the cells 

become indistinct and finally disappear. Unlike the cells in other keratinizing 

tissues, those of the inner sheath do not decrease appreciably in volume. 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?q=hair+follicle+structure&hl=en&biw=979&bih=448&gbv=2&tbm=isch&tbnid=9zsJMKjeUJ8HSM:&imgrefurl=http://www.keratin.com/aa/aa007.shtml&docid=b6UU9zkOxpGFzM&imgurl=http://www.keratin.com/az/follicle02.jpg&w=613&h=528&ei=Bt2JT5n_C8al8QOvz6i0CQ&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=387&vpy=2&dur=1218&hovh=208&hovw=242&tx=140&ty=85&sig=108969879422395167254&page=1&tbnh=112&tbnw=130&start=0&ndsp=11&ved=1t:429,r:2,s:0,i:71
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HUXLEY’S LAYER 

Huxley's layer is two to four cell layers thick and undergoes cornification 

above Henle's layer at the region known as Adamson's fringe.  Cornification is 

the conversion of squamous epithelial cells into a keratinized horny material. 

In the cells of Huxley's layer, trichohyalin granules first appear at the top of 

the bulb, at which point the cells of Henle’s layer are completely hyalinised. 

Some cells without trichohyalin granules send lateral cytoplasmic processes 

across Henle’s layer and penetrate as far as the axial layer of the outer 

sheath.  These specialized Huxley cells have been termed as Flugelzellen, and 

represent living bridges of cytoplasm across the dead Henle's layer.  All 

nutrients or energy sources from the outer sheath to the hair root come 

across these bridges.  About midway up in the follicle, the cells of Huxley's 

layer are hyalinised. 

INNER ROOT SHEATH CUTICLE 

 The inner root sheath cuticle is one cell layer thick and the cells of the inner 

sheath do not acquire trichohyalin granules until they are about halfway up 

in the follicle. They are the smallest cells in the follicle and can be recognized 

even in the lower bulb.  Above the bulb, the nuclei of the cuticle cells become 

elongated vertically.  They remain small and compressed up to nearly 

halfway in the follicle, where they begin to show a few small trichohyalin 

granules.  At this level the cells are somewhat flattened, and the proximal 

edges become slightly dislocated axially so that they overlap the distal ends 

of the cells below them.  These cells are in opposition to the cells of cuticle of 

the hair shaft which are oriented upwards, thereby anchoring the hair shaft 

in place.  Shortly after they acquire trichohyalin granules, the cuticle cells 

become hyalinised and their nuclei fade away.  Above the middle of the 

follicle, the three layers of the inner sheath all become fused and hyalinised. 

The fully cornified inner root sheath anchors and directs the growth of the 

emerging hair shaft. 

OUTER ROOT SHEATH 

The outer root sheath is thinnest at the level of the bulb and thickest in the 

middle portion of the hair follicle, causing the hair to be more or less 

eccentric in the follicle. Most of the follicles have some degree of swelling of 

the outer sheath on the side of bulge. The "bulge" region of the outer root 
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sheath is the site at which the arrector pili muscle is attached. The pool of 

progenitor or stem cells for the outer root sheath, inner root sheath, matrix 

cells and possibly other structures of the hair follicle appear to reside in this 

bulge area. Although this is a controversial issue, there is evidence from 

studies conducted on mouse hair follicles and vibrissae (hairs which grow 

around the nostrils or other parts of the face in many mammals) to support 

the hypothesis that these cells are the fundamental source for much of the 

hair follicle structure. 

The arrector pili muscle is connected to the epidermis at the other end and is 

the muscle that makes hair stand erect and produces goose bumps in your 

skin when you are cold. The contraction of the muscle pulls on both the hair 

to make it erect and pulls on the skin making a bumpy surface. When the 

bulb is bent or curved, the outer sheath is thicker on the convex side. At the 

level of the sebaceous glands and above, the outer sheath is 

indistinguishable from the surface epidermis.  

Histologically, the outer root sheath is noticeable at the base of the bulb as a 

thin rim of pale cells. Closer to the surface, the cells are larger and columnar, 

with peripheral palisades. Within the keratogenous zone, the outer root 

sheath is expanded and stratified and the cells contain abundant glycogen 

and possess clear cytoplasm. The store of glycogen in the outer root sheath is 

probably utilized for a local supply of energy and materials for bulbar cell 

activities. 

The outer sheath extends all the way to the tip of the bulb, around which it is 

composed of two layers of greatly flattened cells. Just above the bulb the 

outer sheath attains three layers. It becomes gradually pluristratified and 

attains its greatest thickness a third of the way up the follicle. At this point 

nearly all of its cells have vacuoles (fluid–filled bubbles), with the exception 

of those in the axial border. The peripheral cells are tall columnar and 

oriented perpendicular to the axis of the follicle. In the upper third of the 

follicle, none of the cells of the outer sheath are highly vacuolated and the 

peripheral cells are cuboidal. 

The cells of the outer root sheath contain clear vacuolated cytoplasm 

because of the presence of large amounts of glycogen. The cells at the 
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periphery are more vacuolated than those in the axial border, which show a 

relatively intact cytoplasm. Intercellular bridges, nodes of Bizzozero 

(junctions where a cell's cytoplasmic processes or spines attach to the 

processes of other cells), and tonofibrils (a system of fibres found in the 

cytoplasm of epithelial cells) are particularly well developed in the more 

axially located cells. The cells that rest against Henle's layer (outermost layer 

of the inner root sheath) are rich in tonofibrils; about halfway up the follicle 

their cytoplasm becomes hyalinised and undergo partial keratinization. 
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HAIR GROWTH CYCLE 

All hairs grow in cycles that occur at various speeds all over the body.  All 

hairs will progress through this cycle and then fall out making way for new 

hairs to grow. The speed at which the hair re-grows will depend on the stage 

of growth the hair was removed in.  For waxing purposes, it is most beneficial 

if a hair is removed in the anagen stage of growth, as it will take much longer 

to re-grow. 

The hair growth cycle is repeated continuously as long as there is 

nourishment available.  If the hair follicle is damaged in any way such as with 

epilation, illness or old age then the hair will not re-grow or will regrow finer.  

Hair does become thinner with old age due to the hormonal changes in the 

body. 

The life of a normal hair is divided into three stages: 

 

ANAGEN 
Start of the hair life cycle.  The hair treated in the early anagen stage 

produces the best results.  The hair is attached to the base of the follicle as 

the hair grows down into the dermis.  This downward growth stops when the 

hair is 1.25cm above the skins surface. 
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CATAGEN 

This is a transitional stage: the hair detaches itself from the base of the 

follicle and no longer receives nourishment from the capillary network.  Hairs 

removed at this stage will have a black bulb on the end and are known as 

club hairs, as the hair travels up the follicle just below the sebaceous gland it 

will no longer be attached to the inner root sheath and can be removed by 

brushing.  The stage happens over a few days and hairs removed in the stage 

usually grow back within 4 – 6 weeks. 

TELOGEN 
The resting stage: This is the third and final stage of the cycle, the hair follicle 

will have shrunk and any hair remaining will be ready to fall out.  This stage 

lasts for a few weeks and the follicle is half its normal length, the cells of the 

dermal papilla will be preparing for anagen stage to start again. 

HAIR RE-GROWTH 
It is important that you can explain the basic principles of the hair growth 

cycle to your clients so that they understand how the hairs re-grow and 

replace themselves. 

At any one time hairs will be in different stages of growth and so when 

removed will grow back at different stages.  Most hairs take approximately 

16 weeks to re-grow, however when carrying out waxing treatments you will 

not remove all the hairs.  This is because some hairs will be in early anagen 

stages of growth, as they are underneath the skins surface they cannot be 

removed.  It is these hairs that will become visible within a few weeks after 

the waxing treatment not the hairs that were waxed out. 

With continuous regular waxing treatments you will notice that the hairs are 

forced into a similar hair growth cycle and therefore remain hair free for 

slightly longer. 
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FACTORS AFFECTING HAIR GROWTH 

Many factors affect the growth, quantity and structure of hair. 

HORMONES 
The amount of hormones that surge through the body vary particularly at 

times of puberty, pregnancy and menopause.  Hairs that form during puberty 

or pregnancy will usually disappear. 

AGE 

The rate of hair growth slows down as we get older.  In women however 

facial hair growth increases with age. 

COLOUR 
Different coloured hair grows at different speeds, a coarse black hair usually 

grows faster than a fine blond hair. 

STRESS 

This makes the hairs grow faster or more numerous due to the imbalance of 

the hormones (mainly excess androgens from the adrenal gland). 

MEDICATION  

Certain drugs can cause excess hair growth particularly cortisone based 

products. 

HEALTH AND DIET 
This can affect the rate and quality of hair growth.  If the body is not 

receiving sufficient nutrients that it will ensure that all the vital organs get 

what nutrients are available.  This means that the hair, skin and nails will not 

receive the nourishment that they need. 

MEDICAL CONDITIONS 
Can affect the quality and quantity of hair growth, malfunctions associated 

with the ovaries or adrenal glands are the most common cause. 

HEREDITARY  

Members of the family may all have a similar hair growth pattern due to 

genetics. 

PART OF THE BODY 

Hair on different parts of the body grows at different rates and thickness. 
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SEASONS 

Hairs will tend to grow faster in warmer weather i.e. summer than rather 

than in cold weather. 

RACE/ORIGIN 
Certain races have a tendency to have more facial or body hair than others.  

For example a Chinese client will have very little body or facial hair, whereas 

an Asian client will have more face and body hair than a Caucasian client.  

African-Caribbean clients do not normally have a lot of face or body hair, but 

the hair on their scalp is very curly and coarse. 

        Normal hair under a microscope         Damaged hair under a microscope  

                      

              DID YOU KNOW? 

 

Each person loses around 50 -1 00 

hair per day 

One eyebrow contains 

approximately 100 hairs 

Afro-Caribbean hair is prone to 

breakage and ingrowing hairs 

after a waxing treatment 

Scalp hairs keep growing for 

about 7 years 

Eyebrow hair grows for 1 – 2 

months and then rests for 3 - 4 

TYPES OF HAIR GROWTH 

Superfluous hair – excess hair 

that is perfectly normal at certain 

times in a woman’s life such as 

puberty, pregnancy and 

menopause 

Hirsuitism – a pattern of hair 

growth that is abnormal for a 

person’s sex 

Hypertrichosis – excessive hair 

growth that is due to a disease or 

injury 
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STERILISATION AND DISINFECTION 

Sterilisation is the destruction of all living organisms.  It is very difficult to 

maintain sterile conditions.  Once sterilised, items which have been exposed 

to the air are no longer sterile.  Articles which have been sterilised and stored 

hygienically are safe to use on the client. 

METHODS OF STERILISATION 
Before employing any method of sterilisation all equipment must be clean 

because this: 

 Removes any organic material that may not necessarily be seen. 

 Removes grease which may prevent penetration of chemicals into 

equipment. 

 Reduces the amount of infectious material on equipment 

STERILISING EQUIPMENT  

 Ultraviolet Rays – In the past UV cabinets have been used as a method 

of sterilisation, but it has been proven to be an ineffective way to 

sterilise.  It is very difficult for the rays to penetrate surfaces such as 

make-up brushes.  It is only effective on a small range of organisms.  

The output of the ultraviolet light decreases with use and bulbs if not 

change regularly are totally ineffective.  This type of cabinet however, 

can be useful in storing sterilised tools to prevent them becoming 

contaminated with airborne organisms and dust. 

 

 

 

NOTE: 

Tools should always be washed in warm soapy water and rinsed well 

in clean water before disinfecting or sterilising them.  This ensures the 

removal of debris which would act as a barrier.  It also prevents 

contamination of the soaking solution 
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HYGIENE PRECAUTIONS 

The main sources of infection during any treatment could be; infected 

skin, dirty tools and equipment or contaminated products.  A high 

standard of personal and treatment hygiene protects against the risk of 

infection and builds client confidence. 

PERSONAL HYGIENE 

Wash your hands immediately before the treatment and keep them clean 

throughout the make-up procedure. 

TREATMENT HYGIENE 

 Do not apply products over infected skin. 

 Use only clean tools and equipment. 

 Maintain a clean working area. 

 Remove products from pots and jars with a clean spatula, not your 

fingers. 

 Replace lids and caps on products  

 Dispose of waste immediately in an appropriate container. 

 

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 
It is important to prevent products from becoming contaminated.  This is 

achieved by cleaning and disinfecting them after use and storing them 

hygienically between treatments. 
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HEALTH & SAFETY AT WORK ACT 1974 

This requires all employers to provide systems of work that are, so far as 

reasonably practical, safe and without risks to health.  The employees have a 

responsibility to take reasonable care of themselves and other people 

affected by their work and to co-operate with the employer in the discharge 

of this legal obligation. 

The act provides powers for the Health and Safety Commission and the 

Health and Safety Executive.  The act allows various regulations to be made 

which control the workplace.  The provisions, as well as persons who work 

alone, away from an employer’s premises, also cover self-employed persons. 

The Health and Safety at Work Act, instils the principle that if a hazard 

affecting health and safety occurs in the workplace, then it is not entirely the 

responsibility of the employer to take remedial action, or to be responsible 

for any claim made as a result of subsequent damage when remedial action 

was ineffective. 

Example: as an employee, if you see clients tripping over a hole in the carpet 

in reception, you have an immediate duty to report this to management and 

to take some emergency remedial action, like covering the hole with 

adhesive tape or placing a piece of furniture over it, until an appropriate 

repair can be undertaken. 

In awarding damages under this legislation, judges started to use the system 

of proportionality to decide in how far the employee and the employer were 

to blame.  This means that proper records must be kept of any hazards and 

remedial action taken, employees need to keep copies of reports to 

management, and things like ‘Accidents at Work’ books have become more 

important. 

Within this act there are a number of regulations having legal force, which 

have been imposed through the UK Government and the European 

Community legislator’s requirements. 

The Act requires employers to undertake ‘risk assessments’ to identify and 

manage the workplace and take account of identified problems.  Employees 
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also have responsibilities and this can affect their liability in cases of personal 

damage. 

THE WORKPLACE (HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE) REGULATIONS 1992 
This act covers things such as toilet facilities, minimum working temperature, 

adequate lighting, adequate ventilation, appropriate floor covering, drinking 

water and staff area.  In the staff area/rest room there should be adequate 

facilities to protect non-smokers from smokers and arrangements for 

pregnant women or nursing mothers. 

CONTROL OF SUBSTANCES HAZARDOUS THE HEALTH REGULATIONS (COSHH) 
2002 

This law requires employers to control exposure to hazardous substances in 

the workplace.  Most products used in the salon are perfectly safe, however 

some of the products could become hazardous under certain conditions or if 

used incorrectly.  Every salon, spa and individual therapist should know how 

to use and store these products. 

It is the employer’s responsibility to assess the risk of hazardous substances 

and decide on any action required to reduce those risks.  Employees should 

be adequately trained to allow them to follow the safety guidelines and take 

precautions highlighted by the risk assessment. 

In order to comply with COSHH the employer should follow the procedures 

outlined below: 

 Assess the risks of each substance. 

 Decide what precautions are needed i.e. wearing gloves when handling 

a substance. 

 Preventing or controlling exposure to certain substances. 

 Ensuring that control measures are used and maintained. 

 Monitoring exposure. 

 Ensuring employees are properly informed, trained and supervised. 
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Detailed instructions must be kept regarding any products considered 

hazardous.  As a therapist you should know how to: 

1. Store the products/substances in the correct place. 

2. Follow any precautions needed when using the substance. 

3. Use the substance correctly. 

4. Dispose of the substance correctly. 

 

SYMBOL HAZARD 

 

  

FLAMMABLE 

 

 

TOXIC 
 

 

 

IRRITANT 

 

 

CORROSIVE 

 

 

OXYDISING 

 

GAS SAFETY (INSTALLATION & USE) REGULATIONS 1994 

These relate to the use and maintenance of gas appliances.  The Rights of 

Entry Regulations 1996 give Gas and HSE inspector’s rights to enter premises 

and order the disconnection of dangerous or unsafe appliances.  All work on 

gas appliances must be undertaken by ‘Gas Safe’ registered engineers which 

replaces the CORGI scheme. 
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ELECTRICITY AT WORK REGULATIONS 1989 

The Electricity at Work Regulations is concerned with safety generally in the 

use of electricity.  Part of this is the operation and maintenance of electrical 

equipment in the salon.  It is recommended that equipment be tested 

regularly to ensure that all flexes and fuses are functioning properly – at least 

every six months.  This does not necessarily need to be an electrician for this 

level of checking.  All results and actions should be recorded to provide a 

record of recommendations and actions in case of a claim at a later stage and 

in the case of defects, that the equipment is checked and repaired by a 

competent person. 

Most salons and clinics have their equipment tested on an annual basis and a 

certificate is awarded.  This is known as PAT testing – portable appliance 

testing. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS) ACT 1982 
Part 8 of the Act provides Local Authorities with powers for the registration 

of persons who are performing skin piercing e.g. acupuncture, ear piercing, 

electrical epilation, micro-pigmentation, tattoo and so on.  It applies to 

everyone, whether operating from premises or working as mobile.  The main 

concern is with hygiene practice and may include the registration of 

qualifications.  Each local authority operates its own method of inspection 

and licensing at its own cost, so it is important to ensure that you reapply if 

moving from one local authority to another.  In many areas, only registered 

practitioners are allowed to practise skin piercing. 

TRADES DESCRIPTIONS ACT 1968 (AMENDED 1987) 

The Act prohibits the use of false trade descriptions.  It is important to 

understand its provision and especially where the description is given by 

another person and repeated.  This means that to repeat a manufacturer’s 

false claim is to be equally liable. 

SALE OF GOODS ACT (1979) AND SALE AND SUPPLY OF GOODS ACT (1994) 

 This is associated with the Supply of Goods and Services Act 1982, the Unfair 

Contract Terms Act 1977 and the Supply of Goods (implied terms) Act 1973.  

These acts cover consumer rights including goods being of satisfactory 
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quality, the conditions under which goods may be returned after purchase, 

and whether the goods are fit for their intended purpose. 

COSMETIC PRODUCTS (SAFETY) REGULATIONS 1996 
These regulations are made under the consumer Protection Act 1987 and 

implement EEC regulations regarding the labelling, composition, marketing 

and description of cosmetic products. 

EMPLOYERS LIABILITY (COMPULSORY INSURANCE) ACT 1969 

This Act places a duty on the employers to take out and maintain approved 

insurance policies with authorised insurance against bodily injury or diseases 

sustained by their employees in the course of their employment.  Insurers 

must issue a Certificate of Insurance to employers who are required to 

display the Certificate or a copy, at each place of business for the information 

of the employees.  Local Authorities are specifically excluded from the Act. 

TREATMENT LIABILITY INSURANCE 

Attention is drawn to the risks which are insurable under a Treatment 

Liability Policy.  To provide treatments or to advise without such insurance 

cover may result in the therapist, whether employed or not, suffering heavy 

financial penalties.  Employees who do not have their own insurance must 

ensure that they are covered by their employer’s policy. 

DATA PROTECTION ACT 1984 

If computer is used to record client data (information) then the 

establishment must be registered under this act.  The Act then operates to 

ensure that the information is only used for the purposes that it was given.  

This means that no information may be given to an outsider without the 

client’s permission. 

All information held on the computer about an individual must be revealed 

to that person on request within 40 days of an application and at a fee not 

exceeding £10.00.  Clients can seek compensation through the courts for any 

infringement of their rights as a result of an institution sharing that 

information when the client gave it for only a specific purpose. 
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CODES OF PRACTISE 

The provisions included in the above are found published by Lead Bodies, e.g. 

VTCT. 

These codes are concerned with many personal treatment areas.  Codes like 

this are specific in their focus (i.e. hygiene) and broad in their application – 

allied occupational areas.  Other codes – formal and informal – may be 

concerned with ethical or business practises, or other aspects of client 

relationships. 

All those Codes that apply should be understood that are involved in 

specifying good practice and may be considered in any legal action against an 

establishment.  Codes are not mandatory but set the standard in an industry 

and are often adopted as mandatory on members by professional 

representative bodies. 

CODES OF ETHICS  

Originally issued 2nd July 1962.  Amended 2nd July 1968, 15th September 1975, 

30th December 1980 and 1st December 1986.  Jointly agreed as binding 

members of the Society of Health and Beauty Therapists (Society), the 

Institute of Male Masseurs (Institute) and the Finnish Sauna Society (FSS). 

The essence of a profession is that it is vitally interested in the well-being of 

the members of the public whom it provides services and that is imposes on 

its members various obligations to ensure that the public are protected from 

improper practice.  As a result, all professions have a Code of Ethics covering 

rules of conduct and those who break the code incur a penalty or expulsion.  

In the case of the Society, Institute and FSS, any proven breach of this Code is 

subject to a warning.  If it is disregarded, conviction of the breach can mean 

that the member can be suspended or expelled.  In serious cases, suspension 

without warning is immediate. 

New members have to sign a document that they will abide by the Code of 

Ethics in its current form and with any additions and amendments which may 

occur during the membership term.  This ensures that everyone is made 

aware of what is involved by becoming a member of a professional body. 
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The Subsidiary Ethical Rules are specific to: 

 Cutting of skin 

 Skin peeling 

 Ultra violet radiation 

 Hair removal on the body 

 Moles, warts and capillaries 

 Varicose veins 

 Ozone 

 Ultra sonic devices 

 Treatments of members of the opposite sex  

 Hygiene 

 

FIRST AID AT WORK  

The Health and Safety (First Aid) Regulations 1981 

Employers have a legal duty to make arrangements to ensure their 

employees receive immediate attention if they are injured or taken ill at 

work.  It doesn’t matter whether the injury or illness is caused by the work 

they do.  What is important is that they receive immediate attention and that 

an ambulance is called in serious cases. 

First aid at work (FAW) covers the arrangements that need to be made to 

manage injuries or illness suffered at work.  If an employer decides a first 

aider is not required in the workplace, a person should be appointed to take 

charge of the first aid arrangements.  The role of this appointed person 

includes looking after the first aid equipment emergency cover where a first 

aider is absent due to unforeseen circumstances. 

These regulations do not require employers to provide first aid for anyone 

other than their own employees.   However, many organisations such as 

schools, places of entertainment, fairgrounds and shops provide a serviced 

for others and it is strongly recommended that employers include non-

employees in their assessment of first aid needs and make provision for 

them. 
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Before taking up first aid duties, a first aider should have undertaken training 

and have a qualification that HSE approves.  This means that they must hold 

a valid certificate of competence in either: 

1. First aid at work (FAW) issued by a training organisation approved by 

HSE; or  

2. Emergency first aid work (EFAW) issued by a training organisation 

approved by HSE or a recognised awarding body of Ofqual/Scottish 

Qualifications Authority. 

Although not mandatory, this will help qualified first aiders maintain their 

basic skills and keep up to date with any changes to first aid procedures.  A 

self-employed person shall provide, or ensure there is provided, such 

equipment, if any, as is adequate and appropriate in the circumstances to 

enable him to render first aid to himself while he is at work. 

HYGIENE 

The basic rules: 

 Hands should be washed thoroughly before and after each client with 

an antibacterial cleanser and fingernails should be clean. 

 Fingernails should be short, no varnish or extensions. 

 Disposable gloves should be worn where necessary. 

 Long hair should be tied back. 

 Jewellery, including wedding bands should be removed, as these can 

harbour bacteria. 

 The therapist’s sleeves should be rolled up or short sleeved garments 

worn. 

 Disposable paper should be used. 

 Use clean towels and headbands 

 Spatulas (not fingers) should be used for removing products from 

containers. 

 Implements should be cleaned and sterilised (or disposed of) between 

clients. 
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Working hygienically 

Cross infection (cross contamination) usually occurs via: 

 Unclean hands. 

 Contaminated tools. 

 Sores and pus. 

 Discharges from nose or mouth. 

 Shared use of items e.g. towels, cups 

 Close contact with infected skin cells. 

 Contaminated blood or tissue fluid. 

 

To minimise cross infection risks, you must: 

 Ensure you can recognise signs of infection. 

 Avoid contact which could put you, your client or colleagues at risk. 

 Provide clean towels and couch paper for each client. 

 Wash hands regularly (at least before and after each client) with 

antibacterial cleanser  

 Ensure that tools, equipment and surfaces are sterilised/sanitised. 

 Wear disposable gloves/cover cuts and grazes with a waterproof 

dressing. 

 Dispose of all materials in a sealed bag, put sharp items in containers. 
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STERILISATION & SANITISATION 

Sterilisation is the total destruction of all living micro-organisms and their 

spores.   

Sanitisation is the destruction of some, but not all micro-organisms. It 

inhibits their growth. 

Disinfect is to use a chemical that kills micro-organisms but not their spores.  

They keep the micro-organisms at an acceptable level. 

The methods that we use in a make-up treatment are: 

 Always wash hands before and after each client.  You should 

thoroughly wash your hands (it takes up to 3 minutes to thoroughly 

destroy all germs). 

 Brushes should be cleaned and washed in chemical disinfectant before 

use and then allowed to dry.  Brushes are then sanitised in the UV 

cabinet for 20 minutes before use. 

 Disposable brushes and applicators are used on the lip and eye area. 

 Foundation sponges are soaked in chemical disinfectant for 20-30 

minutes or disposable sponges used. 

 Cover make-up brushes, sponges, cotton buds etc. with tissue. 

 Make-up palette is wiped over with surgical spirit and then placed in 

the UV cabinet for 20 minutes. 

 The plastic spatula should be cleaned with surgical spirit then placed in 

a chemical sterilising fluid, such as cidex, for 20 minutes.  It should then 

be stored in the barbicide jar for the duration of the make-up 

treatment. 

 Headbands should either be disposable or boil washed after each 

client. 

 A sterile make-up brush is put aside to be used to scrape make-up 

powders from the container.  Never work straight from the make-up 

containers. 

 Use spatulas to remove products from any containers. 

 Lids should always be replaced straight away on all products. 

 Never blow on the make-up brushes as it is unhygienic. 
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 Waste is disposed of correctly. 

 All towels must be boiled washed after each client. 

 When using wooden spatulas for the removal of products, they should 

be disposed of after each client. 

Please note, for sterilisation to be effective the items must be grease free 

before being sterilised by washing in warm water and detergent or wiping 

with surgical spirit. 

METHODS OF STERILISATION 

Autoclave – sterilises by high steam pressure that is higher than boiling point, 

at varying times, 15 minutes at 121 degree centigrade to as little as 3 minutes 

at 134 degrees.  This is considered to be the most effective method of 

sterilisation; it is used for metal tools and some plastics. 

Chemical – sterilises by the action of chemicals, usually cidex, marvicide or 

formaldehyde.  It is suitable for metals and plastics, which need to be 

immersed for 20 minutes for effective sterilisation. 

Glass Bead – small glass beads are heated to a high temperature (between 

190 - 300 degrees C).  Small metal tools can then be placed in between the 

glass beads.  The disadvantages are that the tools can become damaged if 

they are left in for too long.  Take care to protect fingers when removing as 

items become very hot.  (Rarely used for make-up treatment). 

METHODS OF SANITISATION 

UV Cabinet – this has disinfectant properties only and therefore does not 

sterilise.  This is a safe environment for the storage of sterilised tools. 

Surgical Spirit – has disinfectant properties and is suitable for wiping over 

tools prior to sterilisation.  It is also effective for wiping down surfaces. 

Barbicide – a chemical that will kill bacteria, however not usually the spores.  

It is used for storing plastic spatulas during the treatment. 

Disinfectant tablet – this tablet is placed in water and dissolves on contact. It 

is used for sponges as the liquid can penetrate the fibres of these tools. 
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BLOOD SPILL 

If any bleeding occurs, this sometimes accidentally happens, it is vital that 

you understand the correct procedure to follow: 

 Antiseptic should be applied to cotton wool and pressed onto the skin.  

This should be disposed of by placing in a sharps box or yellow bin 

liner. 

 If there is a large blood spill, after applying gloves, neat bleach should 

be poured onto the object and left for 1 minute, then wash with lots of 

hot water and detergent. 

 

DISPOSAL OF WASTE 

All waste (rubbish) must be placed straight into a bin, which has a lid and 

contains a bin liner.  At the end of the day/session, this should then be sealed 

and disposed of immediately into the main bin liner.  Any waste that has met 

body fluids should be placed into a yellow bin liner if a large item, otherwise 

into a yellow ‘sharps’ container.  This will then be collected and incinerated 

(burnt) at a suitable site. 

SURFACES AND FLOORS  

Clean surfaces and floors daily with hot water and detergent and then 

disinfect with surgical spirit or a similar product.  In a training environment, 

the top of the trolley should be wiped over before use every time. 
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CONTAGIOUS CONDITIONS 

To avoid cross contamination, you first line of defence is to recognise a 

condition and avoid contact with it. 

There are four types of contagious conditions: 

VIRUS 

Tiny germs which can only survive in living cells. 

 Common cold/flu. 

 Cold sores (herpes simplex) 

 Shingles 

 Chicken pox 

 Hepatitis  

 AIDS 

 Warts 

 Verruca’s 

 

BACTERIA 

Tiny, single cell organisms, which multiply very quickly.  They are capable of 

breeding outside the body and can therefore be caught easily through 

contact with contaminated articles.   

 Impetigo (can be spread from one part of the body to another). 

 Conjunctivitis (found in the eye membrane). 

 Sty (small boil at the root of the eyelash). 

 Whitlow (infection at side or base of nail plate). 

 

FUNGUS 

Consists of yeast’s and moulds.  They feed off the waste products of the skin 

they invade. 

 Ringworm (tinea corpus – a red spot which spreads outwards then 

heals from the centre, forming a ring). 

 Athletes foot (tinea pedis – a type of ringworm usually resulting in 

spongy tissue or itching and cracking between the toes.  On soles and 

heels skin becomes bright red and covered with white scales). 
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 Ringworm of the nail (tinea unguium or onychomycosis – whitish 

patches which can be scraped off, can invade the free edge and spread 

to the nail root which causes the nail to become spongy and 

sometimes detached).  

 

INFESTATION 

 Invasion by small animal parasites living off human blood. 

 Scabies (mite burrows through the skin, lays eggs, itchy rash with 

swelling, tell-tale track of burrows shows up as little greyish ridges on 

skin.  Usually found on fingers, palms and soles).   

 Head lice (pediculosis capitis – tiny insects lay their eggs or ‘nits’ which 

are attached to the hair, itching can cause blisters). 
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BUSINESS PROMOTION & MARKETING 

Whether you are a salon owner or are just starting out in business the 

following will help you to promote your services to the public. 

SELF PUBLICITY 

You will be your own best advertisement.  Whenever you meet people you 

should make sure that you tell them about your business.  Many of them will 

be pleased to hear that someone they know can offer them a professional 

treatment.  They will tell their friends and so knowledge of your business will 

spread by word of mouth. 

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING  

Advertising can be very expensive but in order to build a client base more 

quickly an advertisement in your local paper for a couple of weeks is worth 

considering.  The cheapest way to do this is a simple lineage advertisement in 

the ‘personal’ or ‘ladies’ column of the classified section.  Rates are normally 

charged at so much per word, with a minimum of about 10 words.  Often you 

will be offered a special incentive such as 3 adverts for the price of 2, so be 

sure to ask whether there are any special offers available. 

Example of lineage advert: 

Mobile Beauty Therapist offers all aspects of  

Beauty, Nails and Holistic Therapies. 

Contact Jane for a consultation or appointment  

on 09876 54321 

In order to make more of an impact you will need to consider placing a 

display advertisement.  These are priced according to size and measured by 

the single column centimetre, i.e. if your local paper charges £2.50 per s.c.c. 

and your advert is 5cms long by one column wide, it would cost £12.50 plus 

V.A.T or 10cms by 2 columns would be £50.00 plus V.A.T.  Display 

advertisements have the advantage of allowing you to incorporate a logo and 

different type faces. 
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Example of a display advert: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you are considering spending on advertising, it is important to ensure that 

your advert is placed in the best possible position, do not allow the 

salesperson to choose your position for you or you might well end up 

towards the middle or back of the paper in a bottom left hand position.  Ask 

the salesperson whether there are any special features coming up where 

they might be prepared to give you some free editorial on the same page as 

your advert.  Do not be tempted to advertise in features that have no 

particular relevance to the service you are offering.  Advertising sales people 

can be very persuasive. 

FREE EDITORIAL  

The best form of newspaper advertising is editorial.  Local newspapers are 

constantly looking for news which is of interest to readers.  There are two 

ways of approaching this: 

 Press release – send a press release to the editor of, for example, the 

woman’s page. You will need to give an angle to it that will be 

newsworthy.  So think hard about whether your personal 

circumstances could provide this.  If you could in some way make the 

story humorous, this is also a possibility, providing that you do not 

threaten your professionalism at the same time.  In the press release 

you will also need to include as much detail as possible about the 

 
TIP TOP BEAUTY SALON                                             

 
 
Beauty & Holistic Therapy Treatments 
 
Call for a consultation or an appointment 
 
0987 654321 
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benefits and effects of the treatment without it reading too much like 

an advert. 

 Write up – you could also invite a reporter to try a complimentary 

treatment in return for which he/she might be prepared to give you 

some editorial providing that you support it with a small advert. 

Other Methods: 

 Think carefully about people you know who might be able to help 

you get started. 

 Your hairdresser might be happy to give out some leaflets to her/his 

clients; perhaps you could give her/him a treatment at a discount in 

return. 

 Your local library might allow you to put a leaflet on the notice 

board. 

 Supermarkets often have free notice boards where you could 

display details.  Remember to keep replacing it as they may only 

display them for a week or two. 

 Where do your friends work? Could they display details on their 

notice boards? 

 Many shops will display cards in their windows for a few pence per 

week. 

 If you know any local shopkeepers, you could ask if they will put a 

poster in their window for you. 

 Your local hospital will also have notice boards e.g. the antenatal 

clinic; ask too at your doctor’s surgery or health centre.  In fact 

anywhere that people have to sit and wait is a good place to 

advertise your services. 

 Consider inviting your friends to a coffee morning or evening to 

show them what you are doing.  You could demonstrate a 

treatment on a friend and book the others in for treatments 

another time. 

 Approach local groups such as W.I. and Ladies Circle.  They are 

always looking for items of interest for their meetings.  If you are 

nervous of public speaking, you can suggest that one of their 
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members introduces you and gives a brief description of what you 

are doing. 

 Gymnasiums and sport centres should be approached.  Speak to the 

manager and ask if you may be allowed to put up a poster, perhaps 

suggesting that an aerobics teacher or other staff member might 

like to have a complimentary treatment.   

 A leaflet drop can work very well.  You can have leaflets made up 

quite inexpensively and have them distributed with a local 

newspaper. 

 The internet can produce leads providing that the site attracts a lot 

of visitors that live in your area.  Developing your own website 

requires specialist expertise but you might also consider taking out 

a banner advertisement or a page or a link on an existing site.  Just 

email the webmaster of the site you are interested in. 

It is a good idea to make a list of all your ideas and target all the areas at the 

same time you will achieve a better response which will give you the 

confidence and enthusiasm you will need. 

PEOPLE WILL NOT COME TO YOU UNLESS THEY KNOW ABOUT YOU! 

PRICES 

You will need to research your locality for information on the average price 

of comparable treatments in your area.  It is important to know your 

competition and to ensure that you provide the best quality of service at a 

competitive price. 

You are a specialist in your field and as such you should not sell yourself too 

cheaply.  If you are in an area with perhaps a couple of other professionals 

offering similar treatments, it is sensible to try to price yourself somewhere 

in the middle.  However you will need to take your overheads into account.  

A client will expect to pay more for a treatment at premises in the centre of 

town than in someone’s home. 

You must also consider when fixing your prices, whether you are going to be 

giving much away in the form of discounts to local groups, friends or through 

other promotional activities.  If this is the case, you should set your prices a 

fraction higher to give yourself more flexibility.  However do not attempt to 
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bargain with potential clients in an attempt to attract business.  This is an 

unprofessional approach and word will quickly spread, making it impossible 

for you to stick to a realistic price structure. 

SELF EMPLOYMENT 
Your personal circumstances will dictate the direction you go in with regard 

to offering your services at home, on a mobile basis or at commercial 

premises.  You will need to take out insurance and below are a few other 

points to consider. 

HOME BASED 
A separate and private room is needed where you can keep everything you 

will need in one place and will not be disturbed.  For most treatments you 

will need a treatment couch, a trolley, a stool and possibly a magnifying lamp 

and a means of sterilising or sanitising implements.  You will also need a chair 

so that you can both site down for consultation. 

 

Equipment must be kept clean and sanitised and safety and hygiene 

attended to.  You will also need a secure drawer or cash box, an appointment 

book, a book to record all expenses and takings and file for receipts, all of 

which can be purchased from a stationers or office equipment shop. 

Try to acquire the habit of entering all expenditure and takings at the end of 

each day as it can be difficult to remember later and if you lose receipts or 

invoices you may not be able to claim the relevant expenditure against your 

profits for tax purposes. 

Finally remember not only to set up your equipment before your client 

arrives but also to ensure that the treatment room is at a comfortable 

temperature or him/her. 
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MOBILE 

We do not recommend that male clients be treated by female therapists on a 

mobile basis unless it is someone they know.   

Ensure that enough time is left between appointments to allow for parking 

etc. 

You will need to buy portable equipment such as a treatment couch and 

trolley and storage containers which will enable you to keep all products and 

equipment neatly organised. 

If you carry retail lines you will need to take them with you in case your client 

should wish to make a purchase from you. 

Protect any furniture used and the floor with disposable paper. 

Remember to take your appointment book with you and suggest a suitable 

date for her next appointment before you leave. 

COMMERCIAL PREMISES 

There are many alternatives which include, renting a room or chair at an 

existing business, to buying a business that is already up and running and 

renting or buying your own premises to start from scratch.  Any of these will 

require a business plan, cash flow forecasts and research into methods of 

funding the business.  You will also have to make very careful consideration 

of many other aspects such as your own ability to make it work and whether 

your geographical area needs the service or services you are offering. 

WORKING IN A SALON 

 It is essential to consider how you will work effectively without 

wasting time or materials. 

 Time management should ensure that clients are not kept waiting and 

that if they are they are made comfortable with coffee and magazines.  

Clients should be kept informed if delays are likely and sufficient time 

allocated for each treatment and consultations. 

 Establishments should have optimum times set for specific treatments 

which should be consistent to maintain quality and satisfy client 

expectations. 
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 The therapist has a responsibility to ensure that safety and hygiene 

requirements are met. 

 Information about treatments, products, opening hours, availability of 

personnel etc. should be concise, accurate and in no way misleading. 

 It is important to maintain good communications with both clients and 

colleagues so that everyone is clear about everything that is taking 

place.  This will help to avoid misunderstandings with clients, 

resentment from colleagues and irritation of management.  It is your 

duty to ensure that relevant people are informed of change in policy or 

procedure. 

 The keeping of records is a basic requirement that includes client 

record cards, stock records, income and expenditure etc.  They should 

be complete, accurate, legible and up to date. 

 Working conditions should comply with all current legislation, client 

comfort, management requirements and industry codes of practice. 

 Accidents and emergencies must be recorded and reported if 

necessary. 
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